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1.    FERTILIZERS - GENERAI 

1.1.    EFFECT  QF DIFFERENT  FEHTUIZERS  ON PIANTI 

'.    CLASSlflCAÎlûM 

F.rtili».r, D4y b. iivicUd  in„ thrM catsgori(j   . 

x.t-.. ?loí5-ssujSiSh*íe!íí¿uíi?ah:rí1o)?leu- 

-or an  «xcess- of rh«.  ii,„.n".q.   uty' .A  lâCi< 

notic«abl«. elements  is  particularly 

*•     flS£iNG£RAÇTlC£S 
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.h« microbial life of the soil, 4 great  stimulant 
to  plant growth,  has  to be encouraged   :   enemies 
such as infusoria and protozoa can be combatted 
by  special applications,  e.g.   carbon disulohide, 
lime  hypochlorite,  but most imDortant is   to 
promote microbial development  by creating  a favourable 
environment   :  this  is  the second purpose   of ameliorators 

3.     AMELIORATORS 

Ì.   Humu.4 

Humus results from lignin decomposition.   It is 
introduced into soil  in the shape of natural or 
artificial manure and organic matter  such as 
leaves which rot giving leaf mould,  brushwood, 
rush,  branches, manure crop,   etc.. 

Humus  lightens the soil and holds  water.   It favours 
bacterial growth. 

Th«  liquid manure  found  in farm manure  contains 
1   to  2  million bacteria per gram. 

It  plays a part  in plant feeding  in the  form of 
calcium húmate and  also acts  to solubilize and 
disperse F2O5. 

The  fact that it  forms  humic  acid3  which neutralise 
with  lime points  to  its  tendency to acidify soils. 

2.   Llmz 

Lime must be added regularly to soil to  neutralise 
the  action of humic  acids. 

Lime  plays an important  part   in nutrition. 

It  breaks up soils  that are over-solid,   i.e.   those 
with  high a clay  content. 

For  liming either  quicklime,   left   in little heaps 
in  the fields to burn out before being spread over 
th«  «arth, or else crushed slaked  lime,  which can 
be applied at once,   is  used. 

5.   Limit toni 

rt 
Powdered limeston«  is used,  the finer the harder 
(60/JOO/130 riddle).   Its effect is  to release 
potash by ion transfer from insoluble compounds. 
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4. n&ittx 

Plaster also has  th« property of causing clay to 
coagulata,  thereby lessening th«  impermeability 
of tha soil.   It  halps form absorbant complaxas, 
and encourages nitrification   (pK). 

5.  CJAy.   Sand 

In soma cases too light soils hava to ba corractad 
by tha addition of fertilizers to  th« tilth. 
Conversely,  over-heavy soils  can ba improved by 
having sand added. 

4-     ELEMENTS  kHV  ttZTlllMS 

i.   C cuben 

Carbon derives from carbon dioxide   (air,  water).  The 
gas  is broken down by leaves under the effect of 
sunlight,  the carbon being fixed and the oxvgen 
given off  into the atmosphere - this  is  the 
chlorophyllian respiration. 

Lighting has  an  important effect on chlorophyllian 
assimilation and   synthesis.  Lighting covers   not 
only visible<light but also  infra r«d and ultra 
violet - maximum  photosynthesis energy occurs  at 
around  65 50  A. 

2.   OxyQzn 

Oxygen derives from water and carbon dioxide, 

3.   HydxoQtn 

Hydrogen is obtained from water. 

All these elements (C, H2, Oj) would combine in the 
form of carbohydrates which through polymerisation 
would yield glucose which in turn by giving off water 
and oxygen would generate cellulose. 



4.    Hítxoazn 

•    Function 

Nitrogen is the essential vital element, as it 
goes to make up protoplasm, albumin, and above 
all protein and chlorophyl. It generally 
determines  *rowth.   It   is found li 
concentrations  in young tissue. 

.n  the highest 

In addition nitrogen  feeds  the micro-organisms 
in the) soil, promoting decomposition of organic 
mattar. 

•    Sources 

Nitrogen is obtained from three sources   : 
t]   I^f.ftmoaghar« 

Some bacteria  fix  Atmospheric  nitrogen directly 
whereas others  change nitrogenous matter  into 
nitric  ions.   Plants  that fix nitrogen are 
generally of  the leguminous type. 

b'   ySgetfble_deçgmQOfitign_*nd-org5niç-m«ttfrs 

Decomposing vegetables   (manure,  oil  cake of 
various  sorts)   and  organic matter   (blood, horn, 
hair,  skin,  etc..)   constitute  sources of 
organic nitrogen and follow the nitrogenous 
mai 

'ganic nitrogen and follow • 
itter transformation cvcle. 

= ]   F.?Zitl:i*Ii 

Fertilizers  provide  nitrogen  in  two   forms   : 

Aganoniacal form  :   phosphate of  ammonia, 
ammonium sulphate,   not always  absorbed 
immediately by plants as  bacterial  action is 
first required to  change them  into  nitric 
nitrogen. 

Mote the direct application of ammonia 
as a fertilizer,   it can be added directly 
to the soil  in the form of either water 
solution or liquid anhydrous ammonia.  Unlike 
nitric nitrogen,  this type of ammonia remains 
in the ground and  is not washed away by rain 
water. Nitrification speed depends on the 
acidity of the soil. 
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Nitric form : sodium nitrate, lim« nitrate, 
potassium nitrat«, ammonium nitrate - these 
fertilizers can be assimilated immediately 
by plants, and their effect is very strong. 

In nitrate form, nitrogen is soluble ; it 
encourages plant stem and leaf growth but 
does nor increase the plant's resistance. 
Plants cannot get rid of surplus nitrogen, 
since it stimulates leaf growth. At the 
same time it a".so enhances evaporation, 
thus in a hot climate a surplus of nitric 
nitrogen is particularly dangerous. 

5. PhoipliQXQui 

• Function 

Phosphorous plays a major part in cell 
composition (phytin, lecithin) and in 
forming fats and fruits. 

It determines crop quality, regulates growth 
and lessens the risk of crops being beaten 
down. It is vital to bone formation, and 
together with nitrogen governs growth. 

• Sources 

It is customary in agriculture to consider 
ohosphoric units, not in the phosphorous 
form'(P) but in the form (P2O5) ; thus when 
fertilizer strength is referred to in terms 
of phosphoric acid, e.g. a 3uper 15 %, such 
as fertilizer then contains 15 % ?2°5» not 

15 % P. 

•] Farm manure 

Manure always contains a certain amount 
of phosphorus. In addition, the organic 
content has a beneficial effect on the 
soil* breaking it up and allowing some 
of the minerals in the soil to be assimi- 
lated. 
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.    Ground phosphate  :  this  is a low-solubility 
ameliorator,   lasting <•  to  5  years. 

• B*»ic  slag,   which always  contains free 
lime -  «specially suitable for acid soils. 

• "0 \ P2o5  bicalcic phosphates,  which 
though  non water-soluble can be ^orally 
assimilated. 

.    Superphosphates of 1W16/18/2Q  % strength 
where phosphorus  in the form of mono- 
calcareous   phosphate is mostly water-soluble. 

.    Salts,   such as  ammonium phosphate, 
nitrophosphates,  potassium phosohate 
-these are expensive fertilisers but are 
fully soluble and give immediate results. 

Assimilable phosphoric acid  salts aid 
plant growth,   help regulate nutrition by 
fortifying them and are particularly bene- 
ficial to  seed formation. 

6.     ?Qt&*h 

Function 

Potash is responsible for seed and  fruit quality 
it promotes  sugar  and starch formation.   It 
reduces plant  transpiration bv retaining water 
in the cells,  thus  enabling the slant better 
to stand up to drought and frost". 

Sources 

ê) Sciiois.r!fa«f 

All organic refuse,  including vegetable ash. 
contains potash  to varying degrees. 

b)   ?9Sf!liS.ifrs,**Sfri 

These include   : 
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'    SyJvi?itf» * low strength potassium 
chlorid« containing impurities in the 
shape of sodium chloride and magnesium. 

.  Potassium chloride, varying in strenzrn 
from «*9 to 63 % K20. 

.  Potassium sulphate, resulting from ootas- 
sium chloride breakdown by sulphuric acid. 

Chloride and sulphate must not be used indis- 
criminately for all crops ; tobacco, for 
example, requires a potassium sulphate based 
application, never potassium chloride. 

Potash seems to play an essential role in 
the assimilation of carbonic gas and nitrates. 
It helps carry organic acids and improves 
the^plart's resistance to disease. I*s 
action is therefore a multiple one, and not 
3ust the direct action of th« element itself. 

*•  «IC*C-HUTEI EUTS 

IÎÎ>î«î?t 4t  \íom«°P«thic l«vel.   Like vitamins, they 
are indispensable,  but an excess  is definitely harmful. 

fïïîîiiîïî fÌ9t b* *x«rfi3ed  if a^ing them to a compound fertilizer to ensure a homogeneous  result. 

*•     ASSIMILATION  9V THE   PLAUT 

I 
r 

.he principle of fertilizer assimilation by plants   is 
not fully understood,  but  the  use of radio  iiototes 
offers a new technique for study of  this   process*. 

Absorption of a soluble substance by osmosis   is 
comprehensible, but   it i, difficult  to account  for  the 
hSS.îl/°Bt ínsoiuí?18 substances  pass  through men- branes and are found in slants. 

ÌMÌ^ÌÌ 
ftrtili2#rs»  b«^i dispersed through the soil. 

t5 Sooïl. ****        b€ing m0r* r,*dily *cce.,ibîe     ' 

3?îv,?Î*îî ••*•• U! fwn choic# of nutrition,  seeking within the range of it. radicles the elements   it      * 
requires.  Successful assimilation depends on thorough 
•pr%ading and  if possible watering. norougn 
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Plant roots sacrate acids which solubilize non water- 
soluble substances. 

Roots often penetrate deep into the soil and are able 
to draw up from below the elements required by the 
plant. Lucerne roots, for instance, have been found 
to reach a depth of 2.5 metres, and this is turned to 
advantage by farmers who rotate croos so as to get 
the best out of the soil. 

'• SOIL pH 

1.     Soil fíH 

The extremes of soil pK recorded are 2.3 for 
acidity in FINLAND and 9.5 for basicity or alkali- 
nity in EGYPT. These two levels are, however, 
exceptional. 

In FRANCE farm land rarely has an acidity level 
below pH 5 or a basicity level above 3.5. Chalky 
•oils are somewhere in the region of 8. 

A slight variation in pH is enough to have a 
considerable effect on indigenous vegetation and 
on crop type. 

*. Cauaea <?•( toil acidity 

Soil acidity is caused by the presence of H ions, 
which can be exchanged with other ions such as 
Ca, Na, etc.. 

In other words, if soil containing H ions is 
treated with a solution containing Ca ions, the H 
ions disappear, being replaced by the Ca ions. The 
converse is also true. 

Exchange H ions in soil are mostly found in 
argillaceous or humic colloids. 

*• C&U4U  oA AcidHication 

Soil acidification is chiefly caused by the washing 
action of rainwater which carries lime carbonate 
-a neutralising agent- down to the lower layers, 
and also by accumulation of acid organic matter. 

I 
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Farming,  «specially ploughing which brings th« 
deaper layers  up to the surface,  and root  activity 
have the effect of delaying soil acidification. 

In  fact,  if cultivated land  is  compared with 
nearby uncultivated  land,   the difference  is 
substantial,  often some  2   to   3  pH units. 

Nevertheless,  with  intensive farming  the U3e of 
fertilizer  is  responsible  for sor.« acidification. 

All the ammonia salts,  sulphur and urea are 
acidifiers  ;  potassium salts,  supers,  lime and 
potassium nitrates  and oilcake have no effect, 
while cyanamides,  slag,  sodium nitrate and basi- 
phosphates are alk»lizers. 

4.    Plants and &oil xzixctioni 

Indigenous plant growth is an indicator of soil 
reaction. Some plants are typical of acid soils 
and others of  alkaline soils. 

Tha  ideal growth condition for most  cultivated 
plants  is a more or less  neutral soil. A number 
of  plants can,  however,  tolerate slight acidity. 
Barley for instance  is  sensitive to acid,  wheat 

ihe somewhat less   so, while oats  and rye adapt to 
acid soils. 

Baatroot grows  at between  7  and  7.5  pK but at  ¿.5   pH 
yieias aiminish. The potato tolerates higher levels. 
Leguminous plants require a neutral or  slightly 
alkaline soil with the exception of the  lupin,  the 
least  sensitive of all to  acidity, which grows 
soils up to  5 . 5pK. 

in 

Many horticultural  plants,  such as pinks,  chrysan- 
themums and cyclamen do best  in acid areas   ;  a lot 
of   flowers and  shrubs  prefer an acid soil and are 
grown in compost or heath-mould. 

Soil reaction   is also very  important to microbial 
soil  life. Ammonification  -transformation of 
organic matter  into ammonia,  and nitrification - 
transformation of this ammonia into nitrate-  take 
place when pH  is between  7  and 8,  i.e.   in an 
alkaline environment.  Nitrogen-fixing microbes 
(azotobacters)  are no longer active once the pH 
falls below 6 . 
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5. Cotuequence* o4 4oit aeiiitu 

As far as cultivated land is concerned, soil 
reaction has two consequences : 

it may or may not promote growth of some 
plants. As mentioned above, each plant has an 
optimum pH growth level. 

it has an effect on soil structure. Whenever 
a certain amount of clay is present in the 
soil it is vital, in order to make satisfac- 
tory structure and ease of labour, to have a 
sufficient amount of limestone, so that such a 
soil is basic or at any rate neutral. 

However, some alkaline soils can have an extre- 
mely poor structure, as for instance when calcium 
salts are replaced by sodium salts - sodium 
having the property of liquefying clay. Such 
soils are highly basic. This soil type occurs 
in EGYPT, ALGERIA and the CAMARGUE. 

*• Niut\&ii*Ation oj de-id àoiiì 

In practice only the application of lime or lime 
carbonate will make acid soils more neutral. 

Liming should be moderate, even if this means 
increasing the frequency, and the application of 
organic matter, manure and manure crop should no* 
be stinted. 

1.     Ritintion by th¿ ioli 

The three basic fertilizers, nitrogen, 
phosphate and potash, react differently to rain 
and erosion in typical arable land. 

Highly soluble nitrates are washed away by the 
first rainfall and thus lost to the crops. It is 
therefore preferable to spread them at the moment 
when they will be used by the plant, in small 
successive amounts. 

Phosphoric acid is absorbed by the soil and spreads 
only over a small area of about 10 cm around the 
seed itself. It thus represents a store lasting 
several years which can be used by successive crops. 

F 
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1.2.    THE MAIN FERTILIZERS 

I.     ÎHTMVUCT10N 

\ 

I 
r 
r 

Soil which supports plant  life  is basically composed 
or an organic  frame  (humus)   and mineral  salts. 

Of the mineral  3alts  the chief one is  clay -   10  r0 
35  % depending on soil  type.   Clay is a sedimentary, 
*í i   *t€'  *luminous rocks,  basically composed of 
phyllite or  fibrous minerals  and formed by weathering 
of feldspathic rock  (of a diameter greater than 2 microns) 
Limon  is also  found, with a diameter of  2C  to 2 microns, 
and inevitably -in the  form of mineral  salts- various 
types of sand which are  loose  sedimentary rocks,  most 
often quarts.   Sand can be classed as  gravel   (diameter 
2 00 to 2ü microns)  and coarse  sand   (2  to  200 microns). 

Organic patter  is  basically composed of humus  formed 
by iignm decomposition and micro-organisms. 

Clay,  in the  shape of a colloid made up of hvdrous 
alumina silicate,  has  a layered structure.  Water 
molecules  penetrate between the lavers.   Clay is 
adsorbent,  and uses wat«r to  fix fertilizer solubles 
which are then passed on to the plant.   This  process 
is facilitated by Brownian motion. 

The purpose of fertilizers   is  thus to restore to the 
soil mènerais  removed by croos  and erosion.  The so-'l 
type   (pH)  can  be altered  through organic  or  inorganic 
ameliorators. * 

Fertilizer ^ay be applied  either as  such,   in the form 
y   ^organic  chemicals,   or  in  the form of  natural 
jjJrtF12er containing organic  and  inorganic componen*«. 
The l*tter type was  for many years  the only kind of 
fertilizer used.   Fertilizers can be divided  into 
three categories   : 

.    organic fertilizers 

.    natural  inorganic fertilizers 

.    synthetic  fertilizers. 
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l.     OHQAHÌC  FtKTÎLlZHS 

The main organic fertilizer is  farmyard manure. 

The so-callad  average content of farmyard manure  is   : 

0.5% total  nitrogen 
0.i+% phosphorus 

0.5 % potash, 

though in many cases  it  is  less rich as a result  of 
deterioration  in storage. 

The organic matter found  in manure has  a favourable 
effect on soil as it breaks  it  up, so  that  part of 
the soil mineral content becomes assimilable. 

Other organic  fertilizers   include  : 

.    dried blood 

human excrement 

wool waste 

bones, used either : 

- untreated : "green bones" 

• as bone ash 

oilseed oilcake 

compost   (created by aerobic  fermentation of house- 
hold waste) 

guano. 

Amounts of minerals  put  into the soil  by this type of 
fertilizer are very  small.   Moreover,   in the case of 
farmyard manure, for instance, its effect is only to 
put back into the soil part of what was taken out by 
the crops, thus keeping the soil properties constant 
without correcting any imbalance. 

When organic  fertilizer  sources  - generally of local 
origin - became insufficient they had  to b«  supplemented 
by fertilizer of purely inorganic origin, and thus the 
inorganic chamical fertilizer industry grew up. 

Í 
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Inorarle chemical fertilizers provide the desired 
•aount of fertilizer in proportions suited to «ach 
toil typt and crop. They can be broken down into 
natural chemical fertilizara and synthatic inoraan^'c 
chamical fertilizers. " 

*• MATUtAL   IXQUQAHIC  Ft*TUU£*S 

Conversely to tha above typ«, auch fertilizers do not 
contain natural organic mattar, y«t ar« equally 
affectiv« in «nhancing soil fertility. 

Natural fertilizer resources are abundant, bu- *hese 
are not directly usable by farmers. It is  through the 
chemical industry that they can be developed for use. 

Although potash is the most readily available of 
fertilizers, its recovery and purification require 
sizeable plant. 

As regards nitrogen and phosphoric acid, substantial 
technical facilities are required to achieve an 
•••ily assimilated, easily handled form. 

1 •       ?0tA4*it   UltUiZZXi 

The only commercially produced agricultural 
fertilizers of this sort are chloride and sulphate, 
the effective ingredient being expressed in -erms 
of oxida (K20). 

The major sources of potassium salts, chloride 
in particular, derive frcm various rocks of 
camallite, sylvit«, kainite, leucite, polyhalite, 
etc.. type. Such potassium salts are generally 
formed by the concentration and drying up of a 
former sea. 

Ores used particularly in the preparation of 
potassium chloride are hartsalz, sylvjte and 
carnallite. in ascendini order of'importance. 

F 
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Srf.groçt§sing 

Or« is  crushed, may be magnetically separated, 
and  is   then  sent  to dissolution.   If the ore 
contains  a high proportion of magnesium salts, 
the first washes are treated with  limewash,   ^he 
quantity  being calculated  to   ensure   the follovinz 
reaction   : * 

Mg  S0\  • Ca  (0H)2    *      Ca  SC\ •  Mg (0H)2 

The solution is filtered and sent to crystalliz- 
ation,  the salts obtained being insoluble.   By 
cooling a crystalline mass with about 56  %  K CL 
is obtained after  fi.-.ing with  a salt saturated 
solution,  and after drying potassium chloride  of 
37 to  99 %  ;< CL strength is obtained. 

Natural mineral nitrogen resources   occur principally 
in the form of sodium nitrate,  of which world 
Íü??*1*8 ~conc«ntrated virtually exclusively  in 
CHILE- are  insufficient  to meet worldwide demand, 
and the distance from main consuming centres   is  a 
major drawback. 

There are practically no  natural minerals that 
contain ammoniacal  nitrogen. 

The solution was  therefore to make use of *he 
commonest  source -  the air, which contains 79    % 
elementary nitrogen that  can be transformed   <n«-o 
assimilable  form. 

*•     Photfikoxic   ti\tiUze.\à 

1 

in íK°5i    1S *b?nd*nt  ¿n a natural  state in the form of phosphates, but up to now only 
calcium Phosphates  have been used for agricultural 

Fluorine is  practically  always  associated with 
calcium phosphate,  giving either crystallized 
compounds of the pure apatite type   (as found  in 
the KOLA peninsula)  or elve amorphous varieties 
when other compounds are  involved,  COjCa,   etc.. 
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Larg« deposits of these phosphorites occur  in 
NORTH AFRICA  and the U.S.A.  particularly. 

The apatite  structure,   characterised by the 
presence of  fluorine  in  the phosphate molecule, 
means that  it  cannot  be as«dilated by plants, 
or at any rate only  extremely slowly,  unless   it 
is very finely crushed  and the  soil  is  acid. 

Thus emerged  the notion of phosphoric acid  assimi- 
lability -   it was  found  from experience that   in 
order to be assimilable  P2O5 must be  in an  ionizable 
form  ;  this  may be rendered by a number of phos- 
phoric acid  compounds,   soluble either  in water or 
in other media such as  ammonium citrate solution. 

Grgund_ghgsghat§3 

The fertilizer value ^f unprocessed natural 
phosphates  is still under discussion.  Although 
they have the advantages of low cost price and 
the possibility of using low strength ore, with 
no chemical  treatment,   it must be remembered  that 
consumption over the same area and for the same 
yield is  markedly higher than in the case of 
superphosphate. 

They are ground as  finely as possible with the 
aim of being   left with  nò more than  10   % tailings 
at  100 riddle size   (160  microns). 

Ground phosphate, being  insoluble  in water,   is 
suited to moor and heathland, where the sandy, 
clayey humus   contains   little lime,  or  in acid 
prairies. 

In such cases  the acid root excretions are 
sufficient  to dissolve  the calcic  salt, but   it 
could not be  applied  to  land used for rapid  growth 
plants such as cereals. 

Note that  3olubilisation of natural phosphates 
is distinctly activated when they are mixed with 
dolomite   (5  to 10 is)   and calcium sulphate. 

Rock phosphate in a finely ground form may be 
used on moderately to strongly acid  soils and 
particularly  for long  season or perennial crops 
with extensive root  systems on acid  soils  in the 
tropics. 
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4.     SVHTHJTIC  FíRTíLJZEílS 

J.    HitxoQinout   {erteti; eta 

Ammonia is  the basic raw material  used  for n-^rcg-ncu 
fertilizers.   Mitrogen  is  generally known as  -he 
essential constituent of manuring.   It   is also the 
most  expensive  ingredient,   hence the  desirability 
of cutting down fertiliser   costs  for  the same 
yield through use of a concentrated,  active product. 

Ammonia with a molecular weight of 17 cc 
l^g nitrogen in the gramme-molecule, its 
strength beine   > 

m 
— x   100   *  32  % nitrogen. 
17 * 

Its  density in liquid state varies  between Q.53 
tnd  O.o2  at  15°C.   Soiling  point at atmospheric 
pressure is -33°C. Ammonia  can therefore be kept 
in liquid state only under  pressure -  the press 
varying according to temperature. 

ontains 
commercial 

ure 

Temperature *C -32 -5 0 •5 •15 •50 
Pressure [bars] 1 3.5 4.2 5.1 7.2 20 

Soil nitrogen,   m order to  be assimilated by plants, 
should be in nitric form.   The ammoniacal form is. 
however,  or  some interest,   in that  through 
bacterial activity is  gradually changes  into an 
assimilable nitric form,  the resulting  fertilizer 
acting over a longer period  of time. 

Ammonia can be synthesized  petrochemically,  using 
hydrogen obtained from hydrocarbons  and  nitrogen 
taken from the air, and ammonia -as mentioned  abeve- 
li  the key to the synthesis  of all other nitrogenous 
fertilizers. 

Ammonia synthesis  processes  operate at  different 
pressures and temperatures,   but all the oroducts 
obtained can be situated with reference to some 
point on the grade established in  18 92   bv 
LE CHATELIER. y 

Ammonia from a synthesis  plant is recovered in 
liquid form and used directly in fertilizers.  The 
main ammonia-based nitrate fertilizers  are listed 
below   : 

F 
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r. 

. Used «g such for nitrolection and liquiiection 

. Reacting with sulphuric acid, to yield ammonium 
sulphate —_ 

. Reacting with nitric acid to yield ammonium 
nitrate " 

. 'Jaed^in th« manufactura of compound N. P. :<. 
fertilizers, either in nitric acid form or as 
such (ammonizatior.) 

. Oxidized to produce nitric acid which in turn 
is used : 

in ammonium nitrate 

- in lime nitrate 

in compound fertilizer manufacture 

. Used with residual C02 from ammonia synthesis 
to produce urea 

. Used in the manufacture of liquid fertilizers. 

atitXA.utA.oA  o< Zht<\ manu]actu\¿ 
xtilizm  • Bxiz'i 

Ammoniacal fertilizers may be divided into the 
following types : 

• Ammonium_sulphate, obtained by direct reaction 
of ammonia on sulphuric acid within a 
sulphate solution*. The resulting supersatur- 
*tion leads to the formation of crystals, which 
*re dried before being sent to the silo. 

* HE£* ia obtained from the reaction of ammonia 
with carbon dioxide in synthesis autoclaves 
under 13 0 to 20 0 bar pressure and at a temp- 
erature of about 18 53C. Manufacture comprises 
*n intermediate stage, that of ammonium 
carbamate which by dehydration yields urea. 
After being condensed and filtered the 
concentrated urea solution is pulverized at 
the top of a prilling tower. 
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Eff<ct   •' th«  effect of ammoniacal fertilizers 
proper  is progressiv« and continuous, as 
the  nitrification process takes  place over 
* period of  time.  They are retained by the 
soil  s  power of absorption and  are especially 
effective against winter soil  leaching. 

The main fertilizers  of this type are lime and 
sodium nitrate. 

• Sodiua nitrate 

This  is no longer used. 

• Lime nitrate 

Lime nitrate  is released  in the form of a 
solution when natural phosphates  used in 
compound fertilizer manufacture reacted with 
nitric acid.  The salt  is crystallized by 
cooling and centrifugally separated. 

• Effect 

Nitrmte fertilizers being highly soluble are 
*t once absorbed by the  soil.  As   no previous 
microbial transformation is required, they 
are very rapidly assimilated bv plants, 
hence  their particular value when swift action 
it  indicated,   as  in the case of  late spreading, 

Arnmgni|-nitris_f ertiliztri 

This  category includes  the various  ammonitrates 
*nd ammonium nitrate. 

•    Ammonitrates 

• Rich ammonitrate (33.5 %) obtained by 
coating ammonia nitrate granules with 
chalk. 

22  % ammonitrate, which contains a greater 
Quantity of lime carbonate. 
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* Ammonium nitrate with  3U.8   % nitrogen 

The basic ammonium nitrate solution  is 
obtained by direct reaction of gaseous 
ammonia with  nitric acid.   The solution is 
then concentrated,   and pulverised  into fine 
droplets at  the top of a granulation  tower. 
As   they  fall   -he droplets   are  solidified on 
meeting rising  cold air. 

• Effect 

These fertilisers are the most oooular with 
consumers_in_EUROPE. The association of ammo- 

nitric »cid means that the agronomic 
*  -he two fertilizers car. be com- 

ma and 
orooerties of 
bxned in one substance 

.¿itrate> nitrogen, the first to be absorbed, ac- 
very swiftly. The ammonia nitrate, on tne 
other hand, is fixed by the soil's power of 
absorption and released gradually. Ammo- 
nitrates are thus very versatile in use. 

d]  SSTSSyDS.ffrt^liierf 

The three basic elements - N.P.K. - must be put 
back into the soil, but most fertilizers contai> 
only one of these elements. 

Moreover%  a simple fertiliser (one which is 
either nitrogenous, phosphatic or pctassic) is 
efficacious only if a sufficient quantity of the 
other essential nutritive elements* Ì3 already 
present in the soil. 

Should this not be 30, the application of a 
simple fertilizer represents needless expense 
and may even lead to a drop in yield. Manuring 
must therefore be complete and balanced, and 
this is achieved by use of compound fertilizers 
containing the three important elements : 
nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium (M.P.K.). 

Each crop's fertilizer requirements are 
different, as regards both total quantities and 
speed of absorption during growth. 

This would appear to restrict N.P.K. fertilizers 
to a small number of formulae only. However, such 
is far from being the case. 
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In fact soils on account of their absorption 
facility are able to store phosphors 
potash(and lime, in varying amounts and for 
aizrenng lengths of time. With regard to the 
above elements the aim of dressings is to 
maintain or build up the quantity of each stored 
oy  the soil rather than to match the supposed 
needs of any one crop. This unfortunately does 
not apply to inorganic nitrogen which most soils 
do not store well: so *!•- «.^'r^.: application; 
of fertilizer have to be matched to oros" jrowh 
patterns. 

This state of affairs warrants meeting needs by 
applying iuit the right amount of nitrogen for 
present#requirements together with ohcsoha-* and 
potash in quantities designed tc ma1--h Lhe avera- 
ge needs of several COS , 
practised  following  a planned  cvcle 

¡re orop  rotation   is 

It has been found  from 
cases a small number 

provides 

experience that  in most 
-    .-   carefully selected 

all that 
of 

formulae provides ail ^*~  ,'. ^„J.J'J.; -h_ 
way of plant nutrition and At the same time 
maintains soil fertility. 

The use of formula* relatively rich in P as 
against N offers a means in some cases of 
further relaxing the matching of the nitro»—cus 
component to growth requirements, particularly 
when the latter are especially subject to meteo- 
rological conditions and cultivating practices. 

of 
e 

advantages  became apparent 
* fertilizer where natural 
soli 
insi 

or  manuxacturing 
phosphate  ?2C5 

solubilisition is  achieved  through nitric  acid 
ttead cf sulphuric acid. 

Benefits  are threefold   : 

Savings  of sulphuric acid 

.     avoidance of the  large calcium sulphate 
part, resulting  in a more concentrated 
fertilizer 

.     the fertilizers   in the end-product are no 
longer merely roughly mixed but are closely 
combined at molecular level. ———L 
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*]   -!rï£H2ir *n soluti on 

?ïSÏ/*rtil"trs» wh€th«r nitrogenous,   binary or 
ternary,  are concentrated solutions  of classic 
nîllu1 Z*rs   (frea»  ammonium nitrate,   sulohate, 
Phosphoric  acid,   etc.).   Thev are  the mos? 
î!Se"î t0 b6C0m« available for agricultural use, 
and the versatility of  their formulae  and 
grades make  them the  fertilizers  of  -he fu-'-re 
for sophisticated agriculture. 

Liquid fertilizers  may be classed  as  follows   : 

*    Vapour pressure solution 

Such products contain ammonia and mus^ 
therefor« be  stored  in sealed containers. 
They fall  into two  types   : 

'    KÇÎTÎSA-V
1
^*   -

0W
 
nitr°««n density, obtained by dissolution of ammonia ¡as 

in water. 

' £°S?£*ite solutions of_saits and ammonia 
In water (ïïarett liquor sT.~TÏÏ« s «"usually 
contain urea and/or ammonium nitrate 
in solution. The nitrogen density can be 
increased by bubbling amnio nia gas in i-h« 
solution. 

*    Solution without vapour pressure 

Psf5r?0lMt1
i0nS  *re the most widftl-v us*¿ ¿n FRANCE.   Lnlixe the  liquid fertilizers 

described  above,  these clear solutions mav 
o« stored  and handled  in the ocen wi^, -o" 
?i2*rd^3?  ?«rsonnel  and no risk of  nitrogen 
loss.  This  category  covers many  possibilities: 

'   ^?JVl-n<irU - *&*£.«» : these vary in nitrogen 
*îci ÎÏ 7r0\b  t0 40 k* of r'^rogen *er -ut litres. They contain urea, ammonium 
nitrate and/or ammonium sulphate. 

• i^Cy.NiP.solutions : phosphoric acid is 
mainly obtained from ammonium phosphate. 
Depending on whethtr the base is phosphoric 
acid of superphosphoric acid - a blend of 
ortno -anc poiypnosphoric acids- the 
basic formula is more or less concentrated • 
10 kg of nitrogen and 30 kg of ?205 per 

I 
I 
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100   litres using phosphoric acid, and 
*'•/'*8 with sup«rphosphoric acid.   From 
l**/ua/0  and urea or  ammonium nitrate  a 
number of binary formulae can be derived, 
e.g.   20/10/0,   17/17/C, etc.. 

•    î*EnJ£y  N•?•!<.   solution: 
number of "formulae ñav Ï 

i:/43 / 

is   :   a large 
.5« prepared. 

Nitrogen   is obtained  from ammonium chos 
phate or  urea,   phosphoric  acid   from" 1 
and  potash fron potassium chloride or 
sulphate. 

Supersaturated solutions 

These are suspensions,   or muds,  obtained by 
taking concentration beyond saturation 
limits.   Various  products -for  instance, 
colloidal clay- are added to the  suspension 
to inhibit crystallization. 

Such fertilisers may also be obtained by 
direct  reaction,  yielding finely divided 
solid compounds which are maintained in 
suspension.   In the  latter case raw  materials 
need not be the same as  for clear  solutions. 

*•    Synthztic ulioiohoxic WititLz/zu 

The whole phosphatic fertiliser industry   is based 
on the transformation of  natural phosphates 
(tricalcic phosphate  (?Qh)2  Ca3)  into" compounds 
which can be  assimilated  bv  plants   (monocalcic 
phosphate   or   ohcschcr.ic   acid  \\v ^h  ;s  *--r-'-e" 
converted to   MA?  òr  ZA?. " '" ' 
It would seem that  the phosphoric molecule is 
assimilable in  its   simple form but not   in the 
compound  (fluo-phosphoric or  apatite)  state i.e. 
natural phosphates  which  mostly have a      F    ratio 

frî2ï*T íhán  °-Cs9: - «suivaient to  oure  apatite 
3   *r0(, )   2CA F2Ca   .   The fertilizer industry therefore 
seeks to release the anhydride from its  fluorine 
compound by either direct attack (by a strong 
acid)  or heat  treatment. 

Once the fluorine compound has been broken down, 
th« anhydride becomes assimilable and retains 
this property,   even after  insolubilisation in 
the) soil, provided  that   it  is  not accompanied by 
a return to a compound state. 
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Chalfcy «oil  is  improved  by  liming and the phosphatic 
rertilizer remains assimilable, whether in soluble 
from or not   ; in an acid soil which generally 
contains sesquioxides   it  is  partly transformed  into 
iron phosphate and aluminium. 

Phosphatic  fertilizers  may  be  classed  in four 
categories   : 

.     crushed  natural  rhosphates   (reff*r«d  *o as 
ground) 

.    simple and triple superphosphates 

.    bona superphosphates 

.    basic slag. 

There is more call for superphosphate  (super of 
tripla)   in which monocalcic  phosphate and sulphate 
predominate,  than for  the  "ground phosphates"' 
¿heir degree of assimilation appears markedly higher. 

§tfC«£BÖ91B5f«8» 

This  name refers  to  the result of natural 
phosphate and bone ash   attack bv sulphuric 
acid   (53°   B2,  or  66/63   %   SCUHjK 

Sulphuric acid tends  to have the effect of 
tramforming insoluble tricalcic phosphate 
into monosoluble phosphate. 

If instead of using a  fairly small quantity of 
•ulpnuric acid on the  natural phosphate  (IT/IT) 
4 triple quantity of acid  is usde,  phosphoric 
•cid  is obtained in a concentrated solution— 

Phosphate type S  P205 Assimilation Effect on the sol] 

"Oouble"superphosphate 44 35 
i 

neutral 
Ordinary tuperphospnate 14 - 16 90 neutral 
Basic «lag 18 50 alcalina 
Bone ash (4 \ Hz) 2C 70 alcaline 
Crushed natural phosphite 30 - 35 25 alcalina     | 
Apatite 38 - 42 25 alcaline     j 
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together with plaster, which  is removed by 
filtration.   Large amounts of sulphuric acid 
are used in this   process, hence the accent in 
industry on decreasing or eliminating sulphuric 
acid consumption   for natural  phosphate solubil- 
ization. 

Various processes   are in use.   In thermal  treatment 
for  example  two  methods  are  available  : 

Phosphoric acid nan be prepared by reducing 
natural phosphate with coal  in the presence 
of silica in  an electric oven,  the phosphorous 
obtained being  oxidized in air. 

The phosphoric  acid obtained is   pure,  but a 
large amount  of electricity is  consumed in 
its manufacture. 

Calco-alkaline  phosphate may be  prepared by 
substituting a  alkaline metal,  such as  soda, 
potash,  etc..   for part of the natural  phosphate 
lime. 

This reaction  takes  place  in presence of 
silica. The required temperature  is not so 
high as  in phosphoric acid manufacture, but 
it still fairly high,  and  this  process is 
not very widly  used   (defluorised phosphate). 

There is  another process   in which natural 
phosphate  is  corroded by hydrochloric  acid, 
obtained as  a  by-product of sodium chloride 
electrolysis  or  potassium sulphate manufac- 
ture, for  example,  the phosphoric acid then 
being precipitated by limewash.   The result 
is bicalcic phosphate,  an  excellent fertilizer 
(precipitated   phosphate). 

Ç22£ÎCSS!S!S.S2u3i!-2£.5riBiS.îiaBîrBt325BDfS! 

The P2O5 content of such fertilizers may be as 
h¿gh af "¡Q * » -heir manufacture is similar to 
that of "super",   a phosphoric  acid  solution 
taking the place  of*the sulphuric acid in the 
natural phosphate   treatment. 

1 
I 
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Sulphuric *cid with  phosphoric acid added at tha 
natural phosphate   attack 3tage yields 
enriched superphosphates with  22  to  29 % P¿0;. 

Ammgnium^ghoighetfs 

Phosphoric acid can  also be used to manufacture 
mo no-ammo ni um or diammonium-phosphate, which 
it  a base for very high fertilizer content 
compound fertilizers. 

Tha following compositions may be obtained   : 

RATIO FORMULA 

Binary fertilizers 

from P0í.MJ end      (1. 
NH3 «lone      11. 

J1. 
\ 1 • 

-1.5 - 
2.5 - 
3.0 - 
4.3  - 

0 
0 
0 
0 

23-33-0 
18-46-0 
16-48-0 
11-48-0 

»dding NO3NM»        (1. 
11. 
<1. 

0.5 - 
Q.7 - 
1.5 - 

1 
1 
1 

19 -   9.5 -   19 
18 -   12.5 -16 
18-24    -  16 

Ternary fertilizers 

0.5  - 
0.7  - 
1.0  - 
1.0 - 
1.5 - 

19 -  9.5 -  19 
1« -  12.8 -   18 
17-17    -   17 
14-14    -   14 
16-24    -  26 

with CIK                    1. 
PÜ»H3                         1. 

1. 
1. 
1. 

t?il5.Cí9l.S9n5!2S-6t32!8D2riS.fSií.ífuB!rBD2!SD2ri5i 

I 
I 

Othar processes used,  still with the  aim of 
increasing the  P2OS   content,  involve treating 
so-calles "green"  phosphoric acid by vacuum 
evaporation or hot  gas bubbling, or  in some 
catas by plunging  a  flame.  The result  is a 
suparphosphonc acid, containing approximately 
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5 0 % ortho acid 

3 3 % pyro acid 

17 % meta acid 

PO^Hi 

P207H,. 

P03H 

Sine«  naturai phosphate deposits  began  -o be 
worked,  bone-based fertilizers  have been 
manufactures using only waste,   in most  cases 
arter  the ossein recovery  stage. 

The   "bone super"  and bone phosphate  industries 
are  very small  scale. 

Basic   slag 

When  phosphorated iron is  processed in a basic- 
Uned  furnace with ores similar to Lorraine 
minette,  *  3?/«*5   S  (P0„)aC*3  by-product  is 
obtained.   Such slag agrees  to quite a degree with 
* szlico-carnotite formula   (P0,)2Ca,,  SiQ3Ca,  Cab, 

ÏÏ JÜÍ^ÍÜ* °í îh"« utilizers,  assimilabilirv 
is  defined not by solubility  in  arurto ni urn citrate 
as   in  the case of phosphates  and  supers,  but  bv 
their   solubility  in Wagner's  reager.*   (   2  % citrJ~ acid). * <-*^.^. 

XîJIT*thod
1
us?d  t0 r«nd«f »lag  into  fertilizer 

usually involves  two successive crushing form 
operations. 

the frln^hïl-îr1-8    yi*ld3  * Product from which 
••Î-ÎISS has been removed by means of a magnetic 
separator and wnich leaves   3 0  %  tailings. 

The  second crushing produces  commercial  fertilizer 
75  %   sTftaïïle at riddle size  100   < 170 microns) 

«Ê0£J!î???ght Varies  from lu  t0  20  *•  This type 
ììilt  ÍÍÍ1"? ÍS   SUCC««^1   in clayey and acid «oils   and makes a good ameliorator. 

ÎÎÎS<inî1U?€d in this  c««gory are certain 
calcined phosphates.  produced in a ro^arv 
rurnace by roasting a mixture of ore  (10Ö  parts) 

ïîî     aluSîr8nfth Var^8 between  2 3  and  25  %  ?'¿. 
and  such fertilizers  in blends with others are 
suited to acid soils. 
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4.     ?QtCU*4.C   U\tiliz¿\& 

Potassium chlor ida and sulphate alón« are used 
for agricultural purposes.  These art the only 
two talts   includes  in the  class  of natural 
inorganic  fertilisers,  although  there  is  ar. 
maustriax process which  separates  the various 
i*lts  associated with KCL,   the most  in  demand. 

Agriculture accounts for 30. to 92 % of all 
chlorides and sulphates, most of which ar« 
obtained  from deposits. 

Potassium  sulphate may be manufactured  in  combination 
with  phosphate.   Hydrochloric  acid released  by 
lylvinTteacid attack is used to decompese na-iral 
phosphates. The resulting phosphoric acid solution 
itnautrjiized with limewash, and yields bicalcic 

'•    Oitec-t u*e  c{ Ankudxoai Ammonia. ¿u   Uxtlllzi/t 
\UQU4.i letton)  

By virtu«  of its composition ammonia is  'he 
richest of the nitrogen fertilizers,  with  32.3   % 
nitrogen. 

As such  it  can be used only by direct  application 
to th« soil. Depth depends  on   : 

•    soil  type 

.    the crop to be fertilized 

.    the spreading date 

and is  g«n«rally somewhere between 3  and  2 5 cm. 

As soon as   ammonia is  injected  into the soil  it 
changes  from a liquid to a gaseous state.  This 
enhances     its dispersal,  but   is governed by the 
soil type,  dispersal being greater in a light, 
dry soil than in a heavy, damp one.  The dispersal 
¡Ï ? J*  A«,u,n#d t0 «tend to  10-l5cm from the point or injection. 

As to  its  assimilation there are a few points  to 
be noted,   nitrification in particular.   NH„   •  ammonia 
ions are more swiftly nitrified.   The increased pH 
due to injection favours microbial activity. 
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I 

of 
SîuîTS?      g"  dltfus«s  in * regular  manner 
around the point of   injection, over  an area OI 
"   cm,  and is  fixed  homogeneously bv  the  soil. 

ÏÎ !«•;      51?* w;11  n0t carr^ *w*y th*  ammonia 
c2.íP¿^h°MnXtS  »olui5iHty. This would  not  be 
case with NOj-anions.   With ammonia there is  a 
phenomenon of true absorption  .   4 soil  sample 

fîSî rî« !Wf5inUt-f   **  ** Section is   alrïad rrom the suffocating ammonia smell. 

10- 

the 

ady free 
-        .-..vw«w*ii4   «uiuuuni«   sraeii. 

hSîiSiîv^în^r;!1^3^-^0^83517«^   though   SOil numiaity,  and the  NH„*   ion can act  as   a  fer"ili-er 

• tate or after transformation by microbial action 
bS S.mÎÎÎÎ0 nitr?S«n-   Thi* nitrification  is  governed 
by humidity, soil aeration,  PH,  the quantity of 
organic matter and most important,  température. 
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2 .    THE FERTILIZER INDUSTRY 

GROWTH 

The  fertilizer industry has  been growing  steadlily a 
rapidly sine« the beginning of this century,  as can 
3een  from the table which follows   : 

nd 
be 

PRODUCTION Í1] 
Million tons HPK CONSUMPTION (2) 

1905/C6 2.0 1.9 

1913/14 4.1 3.9 

1919/20 3.7 3.5 

1938/39 3.7 3.3 

1945/48 7.9 7.5 

1949/50 14.1 13.6 

1959/60 29.1 27. a 

1969/70 55.2 52.3 

1973/74 37.9 83.3 

1974/75 
1375/76 

91.8 
32.2 

3 C. 3 
3 3    7 -I* . -            Î 

Source ; FAO production year book 

(1)    Tha retío of HPK to and producta ia «¿out 1/2.5, i.a. 
the 91.8 million tons of HPK manufacturât in 1974/75 
repreeent some 250 million tona of finished fertilizar. 

(Z)    Tha gap batwaan production and conaumption ia largalu 
accounted for by producta in tha diatribution ataoa, 
ana loaaaa. 

? 
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As output increased,  quality changes wer«  also  taking 
placa.   During the  early years   -from  1906   to  19 3 9- most 
commercial fertilizer was organic,  and mainly took the 
form of meat   industry by-products  e.g.  dried blood, 
bones,  scraps.   From  194.5  onwards,  however,   synthetic 
and inorganic matter began  increasing!'/ to  r»sr*se"t 
the bulk of fertilizer  so that today organic materials 
account for only a very small  proportion of the  total. 

Since output   in  19-*6 was   less   than  :•:  %  cf  oresent output, 
it can be concluded that most  existing production capacity 
was built after the second world war.  Table 1.2   breaks 
down production between developed and developing 
countries.  The latter today produce  IS  % of world ferti- 
lizer demand   (2C %  nitrogen,   15  %  phosphate,   3  %  ootash). 

PAST CONSUMPTION 

Fertilizer consumption statistics are given in tables 1.3tol. 
and figure    1.1.   Table  1.3   shows consumption of  each 
nutrient  in developeu and developing countries,   between 
1950 and  197 5.   In  1975 for examcle respective shares 
(%) were  : 

N 

Developed countries ?: 

Developing  countries       2 3 

P20s 

7a. 

. 4 

K2 0 

39 

NPK 

77 .3 

Details of consumption  in  7 9 countries are  Dresen-ed 
in table    i .4 . * 

taking   19 7 6 as  an example,  the highest consumers 

I 

were  : 

MPK (million tons) 

U.S.A. 13.9U 

U.S.S.R. 15.13 
CHINA 6.2 

FRANCE '* . ou 
POLAND 3.65 

N (million tons) 

U.S.A. 9.33 

U«o«o*K« 7 » 3 5 

CHINA 4.5 5 

INDIA 2.03 
FRANCE 1.7 

A 
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r 

ïîSiî.A:i«.*nd fi«¥r«  ;.2 show  consumption per  head  in 7 3 
different countries   in   1975/76.   InPJAPAN consumption 
WAS   fairly  low -15   kg   per  head- while CUBA with   35  kg 
SSMÏ**^?*? f'e hi*hest   of  th* developing   countries 
CHINA with 7.3 kg  per  head,   reached a markedly higher 
level   than  INDIA where   the   fizure was  *.5   kg/head? 

It •„!:*£,-b* seen fror?   -he   -able:.5 that   in  27   developing 
countries consumption  was   less  than 5  kg/head,  which 
in most  cases is  far  too   low to  fertilize  th-  p^oos 
required  to feed the  population adeauatelv.   The" only 
exceptions  are ARGENTINA,   THAILAND a'nd  BURMA where 
population density  is   low. 

Table ^.o gives consumption  per hectare of cul*iva^ed 
land   m   >ì  different   countries,   for  13 " 5 / - 6 .   In   looking 
at these figures  it must  be  remembered  that   in manv 
countries  a certain  amount   of  fertilizer  goes   to     ' 
permanent  pasture,   not   to  crops.  This   is  -he  case  -'- 
?,SÜ^Dj45iS:TJM'  WE3T   3ER^NY>   FRANCE,   DENMARK,   tí« 
UNITED   KINGDOM, AUSTRALIA   and  MEW ZEALAND. 

It   is   also  seen from this  table 
that   2 3 of the developing  countries have a  per nectar* 
consumption of less  than   20   kg and  :? less  than  10  kg" 
i.e.   they are virtually   non-users. 

ihe aim in concilini tabi* * " ••'«<? tn «H^TT -M*» I ««--.-«. 
producers, consumer!, ÄWolusel and'deficiencief*of 
nitrogenous  »phosphate   and  potassio fertilizer: 

Only a  few developing  countries  apcear  in the  list  of 
major producers, but  a  great  number among  those wi^h 
the  largest deficiencies. 

thí^S-iV^ÍÍ0"8  •   /utilizer  consumption  trends  over 
the iába-137 6 period.   Consumption grew steadily over tlv's 
time,  in both developed   and  developing countries.• 

• Th» one excepción va*  1974/75 whmn for th* first  time «inc. 1945 
tftere va« » drop in conauaption,  brought about by a sudden ria* 
in nutrient prieta. 
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Since the fertilizer industry  is  relatively young,   in 
that the rapid  expansion from 19M.5  onwards  was matched 
by fundamental  qualitative changes,   it  might be 
somewhat misleading to view  its  growth  as  continuous 
through time.  There are now grounds  for  considering 
that a structural break occurred   in the  early nineteen- 
sixties  as   a result of the population  explosion and the 
consequent demand  for food. 

The rapid world population increase in the r.inetee: 
*istxes compared to previous decades is illustratec 
by the following data  : 

n- 
d 

13 20/30 
1930/40 

19U0/50 

1950/60 

Population growth 
(million!) 

200 

230 

251 

435 

This rapid growth in the nineteen-fifties  led to new 
pressure on world  food supplies  and prices  in the early 
sixties.  The   impact was not  felt  until   196 0   thanks  to 
record harvests  in  1953 and  1960. 

Then in 19 61 c 
than in 1960 , 
history of our 
STATES,  CANADA 
about  a révolu 
ding the use o 
first started 
spread  to the 
processes  and 
production  cam 
laying the fou 
chemical ferti 
still continue 

ereal 
the gr 
time. 

, EURO 
tion i 
f fert 
in the 
develo 
new te 
e suce 
ndatio 
lizer 
s. 

crops were very  poor,   2.3  % less 
eatest percentage  drop  in the 
This fall, which  hit  the UNITED 

PE and OCEANIA hardest,   brought 
n world agricultural  growth,   inclu- 
ilizers  and  grain  production, which 
developed  countries   in   1961/5 2  and 

ping countries   in   13 6 2/55.   New 
chnology  for   large   scale   fertilizer 
essiveiy on  to   the  market,  thus 
ns  for the growth  of a modern 
industry.  This   new  pattern of growth 

It can be seen  from figure 1.5   that  in world  consumption 
terms  nitrogen has  a much higher  growth rate  than PJOc 
and K20,  the  latter two keeping parallel. 

UP to  195 5  the nitrogen share was   lower  than  either P^05 
or K20. The percentage grew steadilv in the develooed 
countries from  30   %  in 1955  to u5  %  in  197 6. 

The nitrogen  percentage in developing countries has 
remained fairly constant, in the  5 3-6 3  range,  but  is now 
beginning to show a gentle decline. 
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TABLE 1.2   -  WORLD  FERTILIZER  PRODUCTION  -  HISTORICAL   DATA 

1950-1973     (MILLIONS  OF  TONS) 

Q«vloping countrlei 

H        FJOJ K20     NFK 

i960 0.35 0.27 0.01 0.63 

19S1 0.43 0,34 0.02 0.79 

19S2 0.45 0.36 0.02 0.83 

1953 0.51 0.37 NIL 0.66 

19S4 0.59 0.41 0.01 1.01 

1955 0.59 0.45 0.02 1.05 

1958 0.59 0.54 0.04 1.1? 

19S7 0.72 0.56 0.08 1.34 

19S8 0.7^ 0.60 0.09 1.46 

19S9 O.SS 0.64 0.10 1.60 

1980 0.93 0.72 0.12 1.77 

1981 1.04 0.79 0.14 1.87 

1962 1.14 0.76 0.14 2.04 

1963 1.43 0.65 0.18 2.44 

1964 1.72 1.01 0.19 2.92 

196S 2.02 1.15 0.30 3.47 

1966 2.24 1.3G 0.39 3.93 

1967 2.49 1.46 0.36 4.35 

1966 2.79 1.75 0.41 4.95 

1969 3.44 2.01 0.43 5.86 

1970 4.07 2.32 0.S9 6.96 

1971 4.59 2.59 1.00 6.16 

1972 5.61 3.11 1.13 9.65 

1973 8.81 3.54 1.22 11.4 

1974 7.24 3.97 1.10 12.3 

1975 7.99 4.22 1.25 13.5 
1978 6.77 3.9 0.6 13.27 

Oavloptá co mit rit» 

£      P2°5 *2°      — 

3.73 

4.25 

4.49 

5.02 

5.59 

6.29 

6.94 

7.49 

6.24 

9.00 

9.43 

10.37 

11.12 

12.2 

13.9 

15.4 

17.7 

19.6 

22.4 

24.8 

26.1 

26.3 

29.3 

31.2 

33.3 

34.3 

35.1 

5.59 

5.93 

6.13 

8.18 

6.80 

7.34 

7.71 

7.94 

6.20 

8.66 

9.24 

9.56 

9.66 

10.5 

11.7 

12.7 

14.2 

15.3 

18,0 

18.3 

17.0 

18.2 

19.3 

20.1 

21.2 

21.5 

21.0 

4.21 

4.94 

S.4Q 

5.87 

6.32 
6.84 

7.14 

7.85 

7.66 

8.17 

8.61 

6.86 

9.25 

9.69 

10.6 

11.8 

13.4 

14.1 

14.8 

15,4 

16,1 

18.9 

16.3 

19.0 

21.1 

22.5 

22.9 

f 
Moure« i TM production Yir book 
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TAiLE   I.J-     WORLD  FERTILIZER  CONSUMPTION - 

HISTORICAL  DATA,   1950-75 

(MILLIONS  OF  TONS) 

0tv«loDlr ijH countrltt DlVtloPld   efluntH« 

N P2°5 *2°     — N !ñ *li MPK 

1950 0.56 0.36 0.09    1.01 3.19 5.41 4.04 12.8 
1951 0.59 0.41 0.11    1.12 3.73 5.81 4.43 14.0 
1952 0.66 0.46 0.14    1.30 4.01 5.77 4.66 14.6 
1953 0.87 0.51 0.15    1.53 4.00 6.08 5.20 15.9 
1954 0.96 0.60 0.19    1.75 5.10 6.51 5.46 17.2 
1955 0.94 0.60 0.23    1.78 5.09 7.14 6.11 16.9 
1958 1.24 0.66 0.27    2.17 5.02 7.45 9.51 19.0 
1957 1.4 = 0.76 0.31    2.52 6.19 7.80 0.07 20.7 
1958 1.56 0.63 0.35    2.76 8.69 7.07 7.06 21.6 
1959 1.01 0.86 0.30    3.04 7.47 6.30 7.56 23.4 
1980 1.35 0.94 0.42    3.31 7.00 6.90 7.63 24.5 
1901 2.45 1.05 0.54    4.04 6.51 9.03 7.90 25.5 
1982 2.49 1.10 0.54    4.12 9.15 9.51 0.15 26.6 
1983 2.77 1.27 0.50    4.61 10.4 10.1 0.76 29.3 
1964 3.33 1.47 0.00    5.40 11.7 11.0 9.36 32.1 
1965 3.65 1.56 0.73    5.95 12.0 12.2 10.3 35.3 
1968 4.23 1.77 0.04    8.64 14.7 13.0 11.4 39.1 
1967 5.33 2.11 1.00    0.44 16.5 13.9 12.0 42.5 
1960 5.51 2.34 1.12    0.97 16.5 14.5 12.a 45.9 
1969 6.00 2.61 1.34 11.0 19.7 15.2 13;4 40.3 1970 

1971 

1972 

7.70 

1,7? 

9.45 

3.25 

3.51 

4.09 

1.47 12.4 

1.00 14.1 

1.83 15.5 

21.0 

23.0 

23.8 

15.6 

18.3 

17.0 

14.0 

14.9 

15.7 

50.5 

54.2 

56.5 1973 10.8 4.59 2.24 17.4 25.2 16.0 16.6 59.6 1974 11.4 5.34 2.61 19.3 27.3 16.9 16.1 64.3 
1975 

1978 

11.7 

12.6 

5.49 

5.17 

2.65 20.0 

2.37 20.14 
27.2 

30.7 

17.4 

16.9 

17.1 

18.97 

61.7 

68.57 
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TABLE   1.<*   -   FERTILIZER   CONSUMPTION   197J/7<» 

Includa« «11 countries with population of ovar 5 million in 1976 

Listing is in ordtr of M5*  consumption 

COUNTRIES 

I 
I 
f 
î 

-1 
Unit«a Stataa 

2. USSR 
3. Chin« 
3. Franc« 
5. Poland 
S. Germany (Pao. Rep) 

Indi« 
8. Brazil 
3. United Kingdom 
10 G«rm«ny (Oem. Rap] 
11 Japan 
12. Cz«choslov«*i« 
13. Mung«ry 
14. Spain 
15. It«ly 
18. C«n«d« 
17. Romani« 
18. Mexico 
19. Korae (Rap. of; 
20. Turnay 
21. South Africa 
•""» Australia 
23. Yugoslavia 
24. Bulgaria 
25. Denmark 
26. Netherlands 
27. Pakistan 
28. Sweden 
23. Egypt 
30. Indorasi« 
31. Belgium 
32. Gr««c« 
33. Korea (0PRÎ 
34. Iran 
35. Viatnam 
36. Cuba 
37. Austria 
38. Portugal 
39. Philippinas 
40. Colomoia 
41. Bangi«dash 
42. Malaysia 
43. Thailand 
44. Morocco 
45. Algarla 
46. Rhodasla 



TABLE   1.W  (CONTINUED) 
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I 
I 
I 
F 

COUNTRIES 

47. Venezuela 
48. Switzerland 
49. Paru 
50. Sudan 
51. Chil« 
52. Syria 
53. Sri Lanka 
54. Argentina 
55. Nigeria 
56. Goat«mala 
57. Tunisia 
sa. ¿any« 
59. Burma 
5C. Ecuador 
51. Afghanistan 
92. Iraq 
83. Ethiopia 
84. Tanzania 
85. 3 nana 
66. Cameroon 
67. Nao«; 
63. Saudi Araoia 
69. Ysmen (AR) 
70. Madagascar 
71. hózameiqua 
72. Uganda 
73. Zaira 
74. Angola 
75. Bolivia 
75. ¡iali 
77. Kampuchea 
73. Upper volta 

Oavaloppad countrits 

Osvaloping countrits 

«4orld total 

P2Q5 K20 HPK 

55 
42 
92 
35 
39 
42 
36 
26 
30 
30 
18 
20 
35 
20 
26 
25 
13 
15 
14 
6 
8 
5.7 
3.3 
4 
4 
1.4. 
2.6 
2 
1.8 
1.6 
1.2 
0.4 

30 833 

12 305 

43 298 

Source i PAO Production yearbook 1978 

41 
33 
"2 

47 
21 
11 
22 
16.1 
15 
26 
21 
S.5 

13 
6 
7 

20 
11 
8.3 
3 
2.5 
2.3 
1.3 
1.5 
l.S 
3.3 
3 c 
1.3 
1.5 
a.4 
3.5 
0.4 

13 388 

5 157 

24 045 

34 
38 

2 

3 
2 

18 
5 
6 
4 
5 
3 
0.3 
6 

1 

4 
5.1 
2 
Q.S 
1.3 

0.5 
3.4 
0.5 
1.9 
2,7 
3.1 

13 330 

2 357 

21  337 

MO 
133 

36 
35 
94 
85 
84 
55 
52 
43 
43 
44 
43 
39 
36 
33 
33 
30 
28 
12 
12 
3.2 
S 
5 
5.7 
5.2 
5,*1 
4 .3 
3.2 
2 ,2 
1Ì7 
0.5 

58  572 

20  108 

38  880 



TABLE   Î.5   :   FERTILIZER  CONSUMPTION  PER   CAPITA   1975 

Includes «11 countrlts w ith population of over 5 million in 1975 
(Kg of  NPK/C«plU) 

38. 

1. Hungary 
2. Qenmark 
3. Czechoslovakia 
4. Poiana 
5. Garmany (Dam. Rap 
S. united Stataa 
7. Franca 
a. Bulgaria 
9. Sweden 
10. USSR 
11. Canada 
12. Romania 
13. Auatralia 
14. Greece 
15. Garmany (Pad. Rap 
16. Belgium 
17. Netherlands 
18. Auatria 
19. Spain 
20. Cuba 
21. Yugoslavia 
22. Unitad Kingdom 
23. South Africa 
24. Portugal 
25. Korea ÍCPR) 
26. Italy 
27. Rhooasla 
28. Korea (Rap o*) 
29. Switzerland 
30. Turkay 
31. fiexico 
32. Brazil 
33. Japan 
34. Malaysia 
35. Egypt 
36. Vanazuala 
37. Iran 
38. Algaria 
39. Morocco 
40. Chila 

144.1 
126.1 
111.3 
103.0 
104.2 

88.1 
87.7 
77.7 
63.6 
63.5 
57 
56.5 
53.3 
51.8 
50.4 
46.6 
46.3 
41.1 
40.3 
35.0 
33.8 
32.4 
30.6 
27.9 
27.5 
26.3 
25.0 
25.0 
21.2 
21.1 
13.S 
17.4 
18.0 
15. 
13.3 
11.4 
10.4 
9.7 
9.3 
9.2 

41. Syria 
42. Tunisia 
43. Celamela 
44. Guatemala 
45. Vietnam 
46. PaMstan 
47. China 
48. Peru 
49. Ecuador 
50. Sudan 
51 . Philippines 
52. Sri LanKa 
53. India 
54. Thailand 
55. Indonesia 
56. Kenya 
57. Irak 
56. Bangladesh 
53. Ghana 
60. Argentina 
61. Afghanistan 
32. Cameroon 
63. Tanzania 
64. Mozambique. 
55. Burma 
66. Ethopia 
57. Nepal 
58. Saudi Arabia 
53. Yirrun OR] 
70. Nigeria 
71. Madagascar 
72. Angola 
73. Solivia 
74. Uganda 
75. Mali 
75. <ampuchee 
77. upper Volta 
78. Zaire 

3.G 
8.5 
9.3 
3.1 
7.3 
7.7 
7.3 
5.3 
5.5 
5.2 
5.0 
4.5 
4.5 
4.3 
3.6 
3.4 
3.0 
2.9 
2.3 
2.2 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
1 .9 
1.4 
1.2 
1.0 
1.C 
0.3 
0.3 
0.7 
•j • o 

j .5 

C.5 
0.4 
0.2 
0.2 
0.1 

I 
I 

Developed countries average 59.0 
Developing countries average 8.8 
World average 22.3 

T 



TASLE  1.6   :   FERTILIZER  CONSUMPTION  PER   HECTARE  -   1975 

OP  ARABLE   LAND  AND  PERMANENT  CROPS 

Incluait all countries with population of ovar 5 million in 1976 
(Kg  Of  NPK/ha) 

39. 

1. Natharlanda             750 41. Philippinaa 28.1 
2. Belgium                 540.4 42. Pakiitan 26 
3. Germany [Fad. Rap.)       335.5 43. Venezuela 26.2 
4. Garmany [Dam. Rap.]        361.5 44. Indonaaia 2S.J 
5. Switzerland             358.3 45. <anya 25.2 
S. Korea (Rap of)           357.9 46. Algeria 23.0 
7. Japan                 319.3 47. Bangladesh 22.6 
8. Czechoslovakia           314.7 48. Morocco 21.4 
9. Hungary                276.3 49. Iran 20.7 
10. Unitati Kingdom           262.9 50. India 16.5 
11. Franca                246.7 51. Chila 16.2 
12. Poland                242.0 52. Australia 15.9 
13. Oenmark                239.4 53. Sudan 12.7 
14. Korea Í0PR)             201.6 54. Syria 11.9 
15. Auatria                192.6 55. Saudi Arabia 11.5 
16. Sweden                173.6 53. Tunisia 11.2 
17. Bulgaria               1S6.S 57. Thailand 10.9 
18. Egypt                  131.2 58. Ghana 10.3 
19. Italy                  121.0 59. Ecuador 9.1 
20. Graaca                119.0 80. Iraq 6.3 
21. Romania                114.0 61. Nepal 8.1 
22. Cuba                  107.1 82. Tanzania 4.9 
23. Unitad Stata«            30.0 53. Afghanistan 4.3 
24. Yugoalavia              69.6 34. Burma 4.1 
25. USSR                    69.7 35. reman (AR) 3.8 
26. Spain                   69.3 86. Angola 2.2 
27. Portugal                67.6 37. Nigeria 2.2 
26. Rhodaaia                63.3 66. Madagascar 2.1 
29. Vietnam                 81.0 69. Mozambique 1.9 
30. nalayaia                53.0 70. Camaroon 1.7 
31. Brazil                 52.3 71. Argentina 1.S 
32. South Africa             52.1 72. Bolivia 1 .0 
33. China                   48.1 73. Uganda 1 .3 
34. Colomoia                42.1 74. Zaira 0.7 
35. ilaxico                  39.3 75. Kampuchea 0.8 
36. Sri Lanka               32.5 76. Mali 0.2 
37. Canada                 29.8 77. uppar volta 0.1 
36. Turkay                  29.6 
39. Paru                   29.7 
40. Guatemala               26.5 

Oavaloptd countrias t ivaraga  100.4 
Oavaloping countrias t ivaraga  23.0 
World avaraga 5.69 

Sourea s FAQ yearbook 1976 
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2. FERTILIZERS DEMAND IN VIETNAM 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Oiti  lupplltd by PETROVIETNAM 

Tht prtstnt iUuatlon and fortcisU 

Production proarimttt  plmntd öy PETROVIETNAM 

SuUiött  ftrtnmri   for VIETNAM 
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1. DATA SUPPLIED BY PfTROVlETNAT 

There is  a heavy demand  for fertilizers,  such that  tht 
output of  the complex will o« able to meet cnlv oart of 
the total domestic demand. 

Land area presently cultivated   : 

.   Rice 5,8 00,00 0 hectares 

.   Others 1,5 00,0 0 0 hectares 

Total cereals        7,300,000 hectares. 

Plan objectives for  1930   : 

Rice 
Other cereals 
Industrial crops 
Other crops 
Market gardening 
Area to be cleared 
Forest area 

TOTAL 

6,500,00 0 hectares 
2,500,0 00 hectares 
l,i*00,000 hectares 

10 0,000 hectares 
5 3 0,000 hectares 

1,3j0,00 0 hectares 
1,2 00,0 0 0  hectares 

13,330,000  hectares. 

Fertilizer   (urea)  consumption averages   150  ;<g per hectare 
in the case  of rice. 

Demand  can  be  expected  to reach 2,0J0,00 0  tons bv  13a:, 
excluding fertilizer for  forestry development. 
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2.    THE PRISENT SITUATION ANO FORECASTS 

No data was  supplied on past  consumption figures,   soil 
types,  farming habits,  production  units,  storage and 
blinding centres or distribution  systems.   In view of this 
tha market survey cannot be based  on recent trends. 

Some data is, however, available on  South VIETNAM up to 
1972/1373.   In addition,  the   FAC  have  some details  of 
nitrogen fertiliser consumption  in  VIETNAM.  These  are 
shown in the  tables which fellow. 

Table 2.1 gives nitrogen consumption figures  for VIETNAM 
as a whole.   Some variations   appear  between the  figures in 
the previous  table and the  second   table,  and these may be 
partly explained by end-of-year  stocks, which may vary 
contiderably from one year  to  another. 

Another important factor to be  taken into account in 
forecasting fertilizer consumption   is the area of cultivated 
land  (table 2.3.). 

The most important crop is thus rice, but consumption per 
hectare varies according to the type of rice, harvests an 
the region  itself. 

and 

Taking  the  consumption  figure   given  by  FETROVIETIIAM, 
150  kg of urea on average per  hectare" of rice 
crops must require  3 72 tens  of urea 

present rice 
by  13 3 0   -  at th< 

0,000   tons.   To 
e,  potassio and 

same rate - consumption should reach 1,0: 
these figures must be added the phoschor: 
nitrogen fertilizers required   for  other crops. 

On the basis  of  1930  cultivated  land and consumption Plan 
objectives,  consumption p*r  hectare would be  13 0  kg of fer- 
tilizer as  finished orcduct,   ecuivalent  to about  72   kz 
Of NPK. * * "* 

The  1971+  M
FAO production vear  book"  shows average consumption 

in VIETNAM as being *2  kg NPK.   Without being totallv 
unrealistic  it seems difficult  to meet the 1980  objective, 
especially in view of the foraign currency expenditure 
necessary. 

• 
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TASlf2.1 

NUTRIÍNT   CONSUMPTION   IN   SOUTH   VIETMA" 

IMPOHTS   - 1,000   TONS 

NITHOQSN P2C5 <2C 

i 

1983 59 37 1 1 107 

1984 33 41 5 32 

19SS 28 57 1 1 34 

1968 66 35 13 114 

1987 60 21 25 106 

1968 25 4 1 30 

1969 140 52 2Î 217 

1970 137 52 25 224 

1971 59 15 8 30 

1972 9S 31 *i 145 

1973 132 40 24 198 

A 
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T*B».E 2.3. 

CULTIVATED   LAÑO  (HECTARES) 

SOUTH 

»ICE 

SWEET POTATO 

CASSAVA 

l*AIZE 

G»CUNC \UTS 

RUBBER 

BEANS 

OTHER 

2700 

38 

32 

as 

35 

33 

225 

'¡08TH 

2200 

193 

113 

200 

50 

50 

113 

°95SE^T 

5500 

PLAN 
OBJECTIVE 

1930 

6600 

'has« flirts w«r« obtained from UN  statistics. 
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3.    MtODUCTlOM MOâftAMHES PLANKED 

1Y MTtOVUTHA* 

PETROVIETNAM h*v« put  forward thr«« possici« âlt«rn4tivti   : 

•    Alttrnttivt 1 

Ammonia 

Ur«a 

Mitropho«ph*t«s  2 0/30 
Ammonium nitrat« 

Nitric acid 

1,0 0 0 t/4*y 

2 00,0 0 0 t/yr 

30 0,000 t/yr 

300,000 t/yr 

10,000 t/yr 

•    Alternativ 2 

Ammoni« 

Uraa 

Ammonium nitrata 

Nitric acid 

1,000 t/day 

500,000 t/yr 

150,0 0 0 t/yr 

10,300 t/yr 

Alternativa  3 

.    Ammonii 

.    Urea 
1,00 0  t/yr 

575,0 0 0  t/yr 
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1.    SUITABLE FERTILIZER FOR VIETNAM 

It is difficult  to make a detailed  studv of  the  tvroes of 
fertilizer  best  suited to VIETNAM on account  of the lack 
of data on  crop  and soil types.   Hov/ever,  as   the  princisai 
crop is clearly rice,  various points can be considered": 

For rice growing nitrogen  in amoniacal form gives  better 
all-round  results than nitrogen  in  nitrate forra. 

The nitrate ions, being mobile,  are more raoidly  leached and 
are also  subject  to denitrification,  i.e.  u'2Q  or N reduction, 
facilitated by the absence of air  as   is  the case with 
irrigate crops. 

Mitrate nitrogen is  therefore not recommended for basic 
manuring. 

In addition, nitrites  formed during nitrate reduction may 
be harmful  to the plant. 

These drawbacks may be minimised,   however, by apolying the 
fertilizer   in several  successive doses,   particularly during 
the final  growth stage to promote ripening of   the grain. 

Phosphourous in ?2Ûs form should be aooiied at the start 
of growth in order to promote develoomint of a good root 
system. 

The form  in which phosphorous should be aoolied depends uoon 
soil  type.   In non-acid soil  phoschorous   should be  used  in" 
soluble form whereas  in acid  soil  iicalcium phosohate will 
giv« the  same if not better results. 

Taking the d 
natives, it 
nitrogen, is 
nitrate with 
be used only 
suitable for 
65-70 % ammo 
type of fert 
it gives pho 
of ammoniaca 
phate formul 
ammoniacal  n 

ifferent  fertilisers  proposed in  the  three alter- 
can be seen that urea,  with   IDG   %  ammoniacal 
entirely 3uited to rice crops, while ammonium 
50   % ammoniacal and  50  % nitrate nitrogen can 
in fairly small quantities  and  is  thus  less 
rice  ;  finally,  20-3U  nitrophosphate with 

niacal nitrogen  is a relatively  satisfactory 
ilirer for rice as in addition to nitrogen 
sphorous,   necessary for growth.  The percentage 
1 nitrogen varies  according to the nitrophos- 
*,   i.e.  a  20-20  fertilizer has a less  favourable 
itrogen ratio -  around  55  \. 

à 



3.    CHOICE OF RAW MATERIAL 

1. Introduction 

2. Comparison of proctitis of naphtha 
sttam rtformlng md futi  partial 
oxidation for ammonia production 

3. Utility production 

4. Economic itudy 
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1.    INTRODUCTION 

inudstrially arano nia is produced bv reacting hydro g «r. 
with nitrogan.   Mitrogan ij ra.T.ov«d  from  th« air and 
hydrogan ii  producad by various procassas. 

Modtrn plants  consuming hydrogan in  larga quantities 
us« hydrocarbon»   as raw materials,   sourcts being natural 
gas, n*phtha and   fuel oil. 

Th« two main oroctsits pr«s«ntlv usad  ar«   it «an reforming 
and partial oxidation. 

Partial oxidation  can normally us«  as   feedstock all  th« 
hydrocarbons from natural gas to heavy  fuel. 

Steam reforming  can us« feedstocks  ranging from natural 
gas to naphtha. 

In th« cas« of VIETNAM, w« will only compere th« production 
costs of ammonia,   from a st«am r«forming of naphtha and 
a partial oxidation of futi, w« will  supposa that in a 
first stag«,  natural  gas is not available. 

A. 
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2.    COVA«I SON OF PROCESSES OF NAPHTHA STEAM REFORMING 

Al« FUEL PARTIAL OXIDATION FOR AMMONIA PRODUCTION 

2.1.     AMMONIA PRODUCTION If  STEAM REFORMING OF NAPHTHA 

Tht production unit  includes th«  following sections   : 

•    Hydrod«sulphurization of th« feedstock 

Sulohur is «lininattd by â catalytic hydrod«sulohuri- 
îation   (Mo/co)   in vapour phas«,  followed bv an  " 
absorption of th« last tracts  of H23 on a zinc oxid« 
b«d. 

• St«am reforming 

Th« tubes of th« primary r«forming furnac« ar« fill«d 
up with nick«l  catalyst.  Th« operating pr«ssur«  is 
3 5 bars  and temp«ratur« is  9003C.   On account cf hirh 
t«mp«ratur«s of tub«s in th« furnac«,  naohtha is 
us«d for th« firing.  Th« m«tals  contained  in an 
average h«avy fu«l would lead  to th« formation of 
fusib** alloys  on th« tub« walls and th«ir deterioration 
strintry *u«l gas  or low sulphur content fu«l will 
r«plac« naphtha «conomicaiiy if  th«y ar« available. 

In a secondary reformer,  catalytic combustion  Cli 
Cfî*è7Sîi  of r«3idu*i nathana  is  operated with air 
which allows th«  introduction of nitrog«n r«qu'r«i 
for ammonia synthesis. 

• Shift conversion of carbon monoxid« 

Th« itaam shift conv«rsion of carbon monoxid« is 
r«ali2«d  in two r«actors  in striti. 

• Carbon dioxid« «limination 

It is oparat«d  in two stages   : 

A 
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- * roughing by a potassium carbonate solution 

- finishing épuration with monoethanolamine part 
of the CO,    recovered  is used for urea production. 

• Carbon monoxide elimination by methanatior. 

;;i*íy;íc ^^ogenation allows  residual  content of 
about  lOppn to be  obtained. 

• Compression 

Centrifugal compressor with two stages allows 
synthetis gas to be compressed and recycled. 

• Ammonia synthesis 

fï^ïVÎ* ia C4rri«d out by a '•low pressure" orocess 
<«*0-53 bars), with a iron oxide catalyst ?roc"» 

The ammonia unit  is   self sufficient in steam. 

1 
f 

• 
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2.2.     AWtOWIA PRODUCTION  BY FUEL  PARTIAL  OXIDATION 

Tha production unit has  tha following sections   : 

• Air fractionation 

Fractionation is obtained by distillation of tha 
liquid air at low ramparatura. Tha unit producás 
nitrogan raquirad for ammonia syr.thasis.* 

• Partial oxidation of fual 

Tha oxidation of fual is raalisad bv oxygan without 
catalyst, with a prassura of 3 5  bars   (high prassura 
procats).  Tha tamparatura is closa to  1^C0°C.   Effluant 
leaving tha furnaca is subjactad to a rapid watar 
quanch in ordar to stop tha oxidation. 

• Racovary of tha soot 

Quanch watars  containing soot ara filtratad   \  soot 
it racovarad and usad in boilar burnars. 

• Shift convarsion of carbon monoxida 

Tha staam shift convarsion  is  carriad out in a raactor 
containing a sulphur rasisting catalyst. 

• Elimination of carbon dioxida and of H2S 

This  elimination is carriad out by washing wi*h 
triathanol amina.   Fart of tha racovarad C02   is  usad 
for uraa production. 

Carbon monoxida alimination 

Washing with liquid nitrogan from tha air fractionation 
raraovaa tha last  tracas of CO. 

Ammonia synthatis 

Synthesis  is carriad out on an  iron oxida catalyst. 
Tha recycled gat  is comprassad by a cantrifugal comprasso> 
Tha ammonia unit  is  salf sufficiant  in staam and 
alactricity. 

if 
r 
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3.     UTILITY PRODUCTION 

STEAK ANO ELECTRICITY 

1.    For tha staam raforming of naphth*,  an auxiliary 
bollar is plannad  in tha plant  in ordar to produca 
tha quantitiat of staam rtquirad for tha start up 
and normal oparation of tha plant. 

Tha staam producad in th« racovary bollara  Í3  supar- 
haatad in tha convaction sona of tha raforming fur- 
naca, than mixad with tha juparhaatad staan producad 
in tha auxiliary bollar in ordar to driva tha  staam 
turbinas of cantrifugal comprassors   Uynthasi*  gas, 
air, ammonia)   and  cartain boilar watar pumps. 

A turboganarator  is intagratad into tha ammonia plant. 
It is drivan by a  staam turbina fad by an auxiliary 
boilar. 

2.    For tha partial oxidation, a cantral bollar  producás 
hp staam which is  usad to driva four cantrifugal 
comprassors  of tha unit, air,  nitrogan,  synthasis gas 
and ammonia. 

A turboaltarnator  is plannad  ins ida tha ammoni* pl*nt   j 
it  is drivan by  staam furnishad by  tha cantral boilar. 

coN&mioN pen TON O* AMMONIA 

Naphtha procata lO*Kcal LHV 

Pual Low sulphur contant 
(fual) I0fkcal LHV 

Puai oil (Procaas • fual) 
10*Kcal LHV 

Cooling watar      AT •  10*C 

Oamlnarallzad Matar    m1 

Staam raforming 

-.ÎÎ-2ÎBÎ1SÛI  

5.46 

3.S3 

400 

1.3 

Partial oxidation 
 2í.íuf¡  

9.12 

425 

1.3 
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4,    ECONOMIC STUDY 

4.1.      INTRODUCTION 

Th« bas«s of th« «conomic calculât ion AT« g«n«rally 
th« saxn« as   thos« us«d for refining   (3«« volum« III). 

Th« overall   installed cost budg*t ratio b«tw««n WESTERN 
EUROPE and  VIETNAM for an arano nia olant  is  cresar.t«d 
in th« following tail« 3.1. 

For th« wording capital, w« will tak« onlv on« month 
of final products. 

Th« utilities costs ar« as  follows   : 

.    industrial water      5i/m3 

•    íu«l 3.7 USI/10*kcal 

Th« local prices of naphtha,   low sulphur cont«nt  fu«l, 
futi with  3.5  %  sulphur w«ight hav« b««n d«fin«d  in 
th« r«fin«ry study. i«ry study, 

.    Naphtha 

.     Fu«l LSC 

.     "u«l  3.5   %  3 

156 USI/ton 

30 US I/ton 

3"  US I/ton 

At this  stag« of th« proj«ct,  a 3 imple  «conomic 
«valuation of th« two alternativas will b« carri 

W« will calculât« succ«ssiv«ly on a y«arly basis 

I Inv«ttm«nt cost 
0 D«pr«ciation 
0 Op«rating cost 
S Salas  revenu« 
R Raw mataríais cost 

«d out. 



Il _ 

P • 0 •  Ä 

SCF • S  -   P 

6CF - 0 

T • (GCF-O)   x  0.4 

Production cost 
Grots cash flow 
TAX b4S« 

TAX 

Aft«r tmx cash flow ATCF   • CSF - T 
Ptimburstmsnt  p«riod b«for*  tax«s  (in y«*rs) 

Ptimburs«ntnt p«riod *ft«r taxas  (in y««rs) 

AMMONIA PRICE 

I 
GCF 

6u 

I 

ATCF 

Th« ammoni* prie« t*k«n in th* study is   2 13 USI/ton, 
¿o  % to  30  % high«r than tv «ragt pric«s   in EUROPE. 

I 
r 
í 



TAtLE  3.1. 

OVERALL INSTALLED COST SUO€ET RATIO 

55. 

WESTERN  £LJRSPg RATIO VIETNAM 

CALCULATED COST 

. «atarial 

. Transport to sita 

SUE TOTAL 1 

. Homt office aarvicaa 

SUE TOTAL 2 

. Construction works 

- Piald anginaaring 
auparviaion 

- Civil works 
* Ertction works 

SU» TOTAL 3 

. Start-up suoarvision 

TOTAL TECHNICAL COST 

Inatallad cost budgtt factors 
on tha calculatad coat 

. Provision *or contingancy 

INSTALLED- COST BUDGET 

100 
S 

105 

20 

20 

12 

1.15 

241 

1.1 

1.1 

110 
15 

125 

22 

22 

24 

28 
40 

1.2 
1.7 

33 
88 

80 125 

5 3 15 

210 1.37 237 

1.49 

1.25 

356 
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4.2.     INVESTMENTS 

Th« costs «r«  giv«n in mid   1973  USI.   («•« tabi« 3.2.). 

^—^ 
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TABLE     3.2. 

INVESTMENTS 

IN Î03USI 

PARTIAL OXYDATION      STEAM REFORMING 
OF NAPHTHA 

PROCESS  UNITS 

0FFSXT5S  - UTILITIES 

SRECTEO COST IN EUROPE 

TOTAL COST IN EUROPE 

TOTAL COST IN VIETNAM 

SFARE  PARTS 

CATALYSTS  ANO CHEMICALS 

ROYALTIES 

PRE OPERATING EXPENSES and 
START-UP EXPENSES 

TOTAL  INVESTMENT EXCLUOIWO 
FINANCIAL CHARGES 

92 3C0 89 GOO 

46 OOC 34 500 

136 QOO 103 500 

158 700 119 025 

236 460 17? 350 

S 240 3 130 

450 90Q 

2 SCO 2 500 

FORKING CAPITAL 

16 550 

264 200 

3 700 

12 420 

199 350 

a 700 

I 
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TASLE 3.3. 

CONSUMPTION OF RAW MATERIALS 

"\ 

PARTIAL OXYDATION 3TSAW REFOWfflNG 

B«r ton p§r y«ar p«r ton p»r yt«r 
of N*i in ton» of Nhj ¿n îan» 

NAPHTHA PROCESS        Q.524 172 S20 

PUEL in TONS Q.392 129 500 

PUEL OIL (ProcMs 
* **•*>  i" T°NS 0.93S 308  ISO 

INDUSTRIAL WATER        22 7 280 000 23.8 

t 
Í 

? 758 000 
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TABLE   !.<•. 

OPERATI NO  COST 

IN   10 JUSI 

PARTIAL OXIDATION STEAM REPORMING 
OP NAPHTHA 

VARIALE CHANGES 

nt 
26 844 

388 
420 

28 
11 

1 

975 
8S5 

383 
200 

.    naphtha 

.    Puel low aulphur contai 

.    Puai 
•    Industrial water 
.    Catelyet and cnetnieal 

TOTAL 27 182 40 193 

PlXfO CHARGES 

.    Manpowar                                              195 

.    Technical assistance                          39 

.    Maintenance                                     4 120 
• Insurance                                       1 505 
.    (Sanerei overheads                               70 
• Land rent                                              30 
.    Interest on working capital            570 

3 
1 

195 
39 

090 
195 

870 

3uP total 8  709 5 290 

TOTAL OPERATING COST 34 361 45 463 



TASLE     3.5. 

ECONOMIC     COMPARISON 

7Ü. 

IN 10'USS 

PARTIAL  OXYOATIQN 

SALES 

OPERATING COST 

S«OSS CASH FLOW 

TOTAL  INVESTMENT 

PAY  OUT  TIME 

DEPRECIATION 

TAX BASE 

TAX 

APTE* TAX CASH PLOW 

PAY OUT TIME 

72 100 

34 360 
37 740 

2S4 200 
7 

17 813 

20 121 

S OSO 

29 sto 
a .as 

STE.An REFORMING 
OP NAPHTHA 

72 100 

4S 463 

28 817 

199 3S0 

7.49 

13 290 

13 327 

S 330 

21 298 

9.38 
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4.3.  CONCLUSION 

Profitability ii thus ilightly higher with futi partial 
oxydation than with naphtha steam reforming, though ^re 
di*f«ranca is not very great. In fact if naohtha were 
10 %  cheaper, payout periods would be the 3ame. 

Further, if the two methods gave the same profitabiii"", 
the price ratio of fuel to naphtha would be 3.6. 

Taking international prices for these two feedstocks, 
i.e. 7 0 USI/ton for fuel and luo uS$/ton for naphtha, 
payout timas for the two methods are improved, viz. 
5.79 instead of 7.3 years for steam reforming and ô.13 
instead of 7 years in the case of partial oxydation. 

Variations in payout times according to feedstock oricaa 
are shown in the figure which follows. 

In choosing between these two methods other criteria 
may also be considered, e.g. availability of raw 
materials, or flexibility. 

From the refining study it can be seen that in the 
Simplest refining scheme large quantities of fuel oil 
are available whereas if naphtha is to be obtained 
the refining scheme has to be much more complex and 
investment higher. Fuel thus seems to be more readilv 
available than naphtha. 

It can also be said that future trends ir. availability 
on the international market and in prices appear more 
favourable for fuel than for naphtha, i.e. suroluses 
of the former will be available at low trices whereas 
naphtha if available will be expensive." 

Mote also that partial oxidation can operate on a wide 
range of feedstocks from gas to vacuum residue, but 
steam reforming can operate only on gas and naphtha. 

It should also be pointed out that over 3,3 00,00 0 tons 
of aranonia are produced in the world usina oartial 
oxidation. ^ 

For these various reasons we would be inclined at this 
stag« in th« study to opt for the fuel partial oxydation 
method, while not actually reaching a final decision 
on this yet. 
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In th« discussion that follow« th« thr«« f«rtiliz«r 
co»pl«x«s to b« comparad will b« bas«d on partial 
oxydation for «arnioni* manufacture. 

W« muit «aphasiz«, how«v«r, that th« only choica mad« 
is b«tw««n fu«l partial oxidation and naphtha staam 
reforming, b«caus« 3hould natural ¡as b« found and 
bacoma availabl«, th« choic* would b« diff«r«nt with 
gai st«ara reforming probably b«ing r«comm«nd«d. 
(s«« app«ndix 2) 

\ 
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\ <í.    ECONOMIC AHO TECHNICAL STUDY OF THE THREE COMPLEXES 
PLAKNED IY PITÄOVIETHAM 

Coapltx urti and MtropHosphitt Aittmatt  I 

CoapWx urtt-aimonlu« nitriti      Alttrnatt  I! 

CoMpltx urta«tMion1i Aittmatt  II! 

Econonlc study 

Attuiti 

Ftrtl i litri  shipping 

Î 
L J 
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1. COMPLEX : UREA AND NI TRIPHOSPHATE 

ALTERNATE I 

1.1.  INTRODUCTION 

Alternat« I inciud«f th« following uniti : 

Ammonia 

Uraa 

Mitrophotphat«t 

Ammonium nitratt 

Nitric acid 

1,0 00 t/day 

200,0 00 t/yaar 

300,000 t/yaar 

333,000 t/yaar 

364,000 t/yaar, of which 10,000  ton* 
nitric acid at 33  % 

Ammonia will b« produced by th« parti*l oxidation rout«. 
;,; Î        * in thii ch*Pt,r» raw mat«riali consumption!, 

utilititi coniumftiont, ara av«rag« data which can 
•lightly variad according to th« processa*. 

I.2.     DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSES 

Daicriptiont ara giv«n  in tha ar.nax. 

teA 
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1.3.     MATERIAL »ALANCE  OF THE  COMPLEX 

HVnCPHÛSPHAÎi  UNIT 

At thii levai  of th« study, w« will tak« yi«lds  of a 
phosphat« typ«  KOLA, th« composition of which is   siniia; 
to th« composition of a Vi«tnam«s«  phosphat«. 

I Ml" 

Raw material consumption 
P«r ton 

of   19.5:20:0 
nitrophosphat« 

0.75 

Par y«ar 

i 

tons 

Phosphat« rock        toni 225  OOO 
Nitric «cid  (as  100%) tons 1.18 354   000 
Ammonia tons 0.39 117   00O 
Carbon dioxid« tons 0.2 7 31  000 
Ki«ls«lguhr (kg) (5-10) 1500-3000 

By products 

. Ammonium nitrat« tons 1.11 333   C00 

.  Calcium carbonat« tons 0.57 171  000 

NITMC ACIP UNIT 

Th« total y«arly capacity is   :   3 5*  00 0  tons for nitrophosphat« 
10  000   tons 

3 6u   G00   tons. 

This capacity  is an ordar of magnitud« b«caus« th« 
quantity of nitric acid r«quir«d for Vi«tnam«s« ohosphat« 
rock could chang«  slightly. 

Raw.material consumption 

Ammonia 

Par ton 

0.232 

Par y«ar 
tons 

103   C0C 
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HEEA UHÌT 

Th« total  y«arly capacity  ij ?00  00 0   tont. 

Raw mat «rials consumptions Par ton 

.    Ammonia 

Carbon dioxid« 

AHH0HÎA UHU 

0.53 

G.77 

P«r y«ax 

* 15   « 0 0 
154   3 CO 

Th« total yearly capacity  is 335  000   toni. 

ÜíVírSi^r1*1 ?flân<7* 0f th# ««»Pi« can b«  iu8»«d up in tht following tabi«,   (tabi« *.l.) * 

i.«.     UTILITIES  BALANCE 

lì! St,i}itÌM b4l*nc« of «h« complax  is summarised in th« following rati«  (tabi« *.2.K 
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2.    COmSX  l UftEA-AMHOMIUN MITRATI - ALTERNATE I! 

2.1.     INTRODUCTION 

•\ 

Alttrn*te  II includes the following uniti  : 

Ammoni* i OOO tons/d*y 
Ur«* *5 0 00û tons/y«ar 
Ammonium nitrate 150 000 tons/year 
Nitric acid 130 000 tons/year 

Amaonit will be rroduc«d by the partial oxidation rou*e. 
Î7iî*î in thil ch*?ttr r*w materials consumption, 
ili,' con«uffiPtion, are average data which can be 

•lightly varied according to th« processes. 

¡¿.2.     INSCRIPTION OF PROCESSES 

Description are given in th« annex 
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2.3.     MATERIAL BALANCE  OF THE COMPLEX 

AHHCH1UU MITRATE 

The total yearly capacity is  150  OQu  tons/year. 

Raw materials consumption Par ton Fer yaar 
toni 

.    Ammonia 

.    Nitric acid 

0.2 17 

3.300 

32   550 

120   00Q 

MITtIC ACTO 

Thi total yaarly capacity is  130  0 00  tons /yaar. 

Raw materials consumption 

.    Ammonia 

Par ton 

0.29: 

Par yaar 
tons 

36   500 

UUA 

The ammonia unit  capacity being 330  000  tone/veer the 
quantity of ammonia available for urea will be 250  733  tons, 
hence 450  0 00 tons of urea. 

The total material balance of the complex can be summa- 
rized in the following table  (tabla «•. 3 . ). 

2.4.     UTILITIES IALANCC 

The utility balance of the complax is  summarized in the 
following table  (tabla *.-.). 



TABLE     <*.3. 

TOTAL MATERIAL   BALANCE 

ALTERNATE   ! I 

au. 

N 

PRODUCT CAPACITY 
tont/yttr 

MH| NITRIC AGIO 

AWONIUH NITRATE 150 COG 32  55C 120  000 

CITRIC ACID 130  000 36  360 

UREA 450  000 281  000 

TOTAL 330  210 120  000 

co2 

346  S00      ¡ 

348  300 

r 
- 
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3. COMPLEX UREA-AMMONIA - ALTERNATE III 

3.1.  INTRODUCTION 

Alt«rn«t« III includ«« th« following unit«. 

. Ammonia        i 00 3 tons/day 

. Vr«a 5 70 0 00 tons/y«ar. 

Ammonia will b« produced by th« partial oxidation rout«. 
All th« data in this chapter, raw mat«riali consumption, 
utiliti«« consumption, ar« av«rag« data which can b« 
slightly vari«d according to th« proc«s««s. 

3.2. DESCRIPTION OF PROCESSES 

Descriptions ar« givan in th« ann«x. 

J 
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3.3.     MATERIAL  BALANCE 

Th« m*t«riAl b*lanc« of th« ur«« unit  is th« following   : 

R4W material consumption 

Amaoni* 

CO 2 

?«r ton 

3 .59 

3.77 

Ptr y«ar 

331   00 3 

*33   0C0 

3.4.     UTILITIES BALANCE 

îtîftïî1"^)!*1*"6* if  lumm*ri2td in th« allowing tabi« 
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4.    ECONOMIC   STUDY 

4.1.     INTRODUCTION 

Th« bafts of th« tconoratc  calculation ar« «•n«r*i,,.f *>,. 
•**• «•  the, u.«<i for raining î,ov;îinr?n)Uy th# 

EUÎO?ï*S5dXviS^Sîi1^  C0,¿  ^-^ riti0 bétw"n «STERN ¿.«-IL Î  *    E¿NAM for * ^^iiiz« compi«x was pr«««nt«d  in chaptsr  3. 

SSdÜS?,T0rkinf C4pitÄl» w# wiu tA * <>«• "»«h of final 

4-2.    OHMTIM COSTS AWD OTHEH COSTS 

Utiliti««  cotti art A« follows   : 

.     Industrial wattr 5i/mJ 

.    Electricity 3*/kWh 

•     Fu#1 3.7  US$/iQ*kc«l 

Th« oth«r  itaas,  such as nanpowar costs, supervision. 
maint«n«nc«, inaurane«, g«n«ral ovarh.ads arY calcSlatad 
in th« SARI« w«y as for r«fining. cai.cuj.at «a 

I 
Î 
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4.3.    RAW  MATERIAL COSTS 

Tha  local pricas of naphtha,  fual LSC,  fual   3.5 S wt S 
hava baan d«finad in tha rafining study   : 

Naphtha 1561/ton 

.     Fual LSC 3G$/ton 

.     Fual  3.5% wtS  871/ton 

Tha  phoaphata rock prict dapandj on tha tricalcic phoa- 
phata contant  i  an avaraga prie« of 35$/ton will ba uiad, 

4.4.     PRODUCT »RICES 

Product pricas ara ganarally  30  % hignar than tha avaraga 
pricai in davalopad countriaa. 

L'raa 

Aoaonium nitrata 

Nitrophoaphata 20-30 

135 USl/ton 

1*0 USI/ton 

155 USl/ton 

J 
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4.5. ECONOMIC STUDY 

At th« l«v«l of th« project, A simpl« «conoraic «valuation 
or th« thr«« Alt«rnAtiv«s will ¡5« m*d«. 

W« will calculât« successively on A y««rly  basis 

I Inv«stra«nt cost 
0 D«pr«ci«tion 
0 Operating cost 
S SA1«S r«v«nu« 
R RAW ¡n*t«ri*I costs 

Production cost 
Gross  c«ih flow 
T*x bis« 

?«x«s 

P • 0 •  R 

GCF •  S  -  p 

GCF -  ü 

T  •  (GCF-0)   x 0.4 

Aft«r tAJc cash flow      ATCF • GCF • T 
R«imbur««m«nt p«riod b«for« t«x«s 
R«imburs«m«nt p«riod Aft«r tax«i 

I 
GCF 
 1^ 

ATCF 

4,ft.     INVESTMENTS 

Th« costs Ar« giv«n in mid  19?3 USI  in tAbl«  «*. S. 

I 
f 
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TABLE     if. 6. 

INVESTMENTS 

IN Î03US$ 

ALTERNATIVE I ALTERNATIVE II ALTERNATIVE III 

I 
I 
I 
I 
r 

PROCESS UNITS 

» Ammonia 
. Nitric acia 
. Nitrophoapnataa -AN 
. Ammonium nitrata 
. Urea 

TOTAL BATTERY  LIMITS 

OPPSITES 

ERECTED COST IN EUROPE 

TOTAL COST IN EUROPE 

TOTAL COST IN VIETNAM 

Spara parta 
Catalyata and chamicala 
Royaltiaa 
Prt-optrating «xpanaaa 
and start up «xpansat 

T0TAL INVESTMENT axeiuding 
financial cnargaa 

WORKING CAPITAL 

92 Q00 
20 000 

40 000 

17 000 

189 000 

129 000 

294 000 

336 100 

503 770 

17 S53 
1 850 
4 500 

35 285 

S83 000 

12 400 

92 000 
10 300 

10 300 
29 300 

141 800 

103 400 

245 000 

281 750 

419 807 

10 848 
300 

4 eoo 

29 386 

465 000 

9 900 

92 000 

32 000 

124 000 

30 300 

214 300 

246 100 

366 689 

12 776 
450 

4 500 
25 663 

410 000 

9 900 

J 
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TAiLI    k.7 

QFIHATING COSTS 

IN iojm$ 

ALTERNATIVE I        ALTERNATIVE II ALTERNATIVE  III 

VARIABLE CHAfiGg| 

R«w mataríais 
Full 
Industrial water 
Elsctricity 
Catalysts anä cnemlcala 

SUD total 

34 940 

S07 
3 413 
1  100 

40  OtO 

27 420 

464 
1 450 
2 010 

31  364 

27 210 

397 
1 221 
1  300 

30 128 

FIXED CHASSES 

Manpower 
Tachnical assistance 
'Maintenance 
Insurance 
Generel overheads 
Land rent 
Interest on working capital 

3uo total 

TOTAL 

1   100 
220 

a 780 
3 3A0 

400 
30 

1  240 

15  150 

55 210 

1 000 
200 

5 425 
2 790 

360 
30 

990 

10 845 

42  180 

880 
178 

6  390 
2 460 

320 
30 

990 

11  247 

41   375 

f 

J 
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TAILS   k.7 

ICONOMIC   COMPARAISON 

ALTERNATIVE I ALTERNATIVE  II ALTERNATIVE III 

SALIS 

OPERATING COST 

3R0SS CASH FLOW 

TOTAL INVESTMENT 

PAYOUT Tlllf 

CfPRECIATION 

TAX SASE 

"AX 

APTER TAX CASH FLOW 

PAYOUT TIME 

Í 

131 820 

55 210 

79 410 
SS3 000 

7.37 

37 330 

38 880 

15 SSO 

80 860 

9.25 

105 750 

42 160 

63 SSO 

465 000 

7.31 

31 000 

32 590 

13 Q40 

50 SSO 

9.20 

IOS -»so 

41 375 

64 075 

410 000 

6.40 

27 330 

36 745 

14 700 

49 375 

6.30 

i 
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5. RISULTI 

1.  TECHNICAL 

'S 
Ih« tirât axtarnativa proaucas both nitroganoua and 
phosph*tic fartiliiart fron phoaphata rock availabla 
in VIETNAM. It raaats tha rie« crop naads rathar wall 
particularly bacauaa of tha high nitrogan ammonia 
corftant of uraa and nitrophoiphatas. Ammonium nitrati 
production which it mora convaniant for dry cropa - 
dua to ita high nitrogan nitrata contane - ia to 
ba carafully lookad at with a viaw to hintarland 
cropa raquiramanti. 

Altarnativaa II and III daal only with ammo nia dari- 
vativaa auch aa uraa and ammonium nitrata. Alt amata 
II which producat larga amount of ammonium nitrata 
taaas laat tuitabla for rica than tha othar two. 
Altarnata III produca« only uraa. Whila appropriata 
for rica cropa thi« alternativa doaa not auppiy all 
tha fartilizar naada of auch crop» - no photphatic 
fartilizara. 

It appaara that a battar appraisal for th» ^taction of 
on« of thata altarnativaa, whatavar tha acono¿.*c ara 
thould raault from an in-dapth analyaia of Viatn«&.e«% 
raquiramants, particularly rica cropa. 

r 
J 
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2.     ECONOMIC 

Economic results of the three alternatives proposed by 
PETROVIETNAM can be compared from two main view points   : 

ÎSXHS12SÏ r«quir«d in VIETNAM is fairly high   : 

. Alt«rn*tiv« I 563 million US dollars 

. Alternativ« II M>65 million US dollars 

. Alternativa III *1Q million US dollars 

or taking investment for Alternativ« III to be equivalent 
to 100 

. Alternative I 

.  Alternative II 

. Alternative III 

137 

113 

100 

financial charges such as  insurance expenses, bank fees, 
interim interests are not included. 

^S2f¿SifeiiiSiSI expressed as pay out time are not signi- 
ficantly different but profitability is higher in Alter- 
native III. 

Considering these both aspects only, alternative III, 
producing only urea, appears as the most interesting one 
for VIETNAM. 

I 
I 
r J 



6.    FERTILIZERS SHI MING 

be mad«  for th«  North being supplied  in priority. 

.     to HANOI  and  NAM DINH 

.     to HAIPHONG and DANANG 

•     to THANH HOA  and 7IMH 

500  ton max.   bargas 

300Q  ton max.  ships 

road/rail. 

Quantitits  vary according to  th« manufacturing ? rogramma   : 

ALTERNATIVE 1 ALTERNATIVE 2 ALTERNATIVE  3 

HANOI 

NAM OINM 

MAI PHONG 

DA NANG 

THANH HOA/VINH 

TOTAL 

280 OOQ 

100 000 

160 000 

100 000 

210 000 

630 000 

Means of shipping will be 

Barges (5 00 t) 

Ship (3 000 t) 

Barge loading 
berths 

Ship loading 
berth 

10 

1 

200 000 
70 000 

100 000 

70 000 

160 000 

S00  000 

9 

1 

2 

1 

180 000 

70 000 

100 000 

70 000 

150 000 

570 000 

I 
Î 
I ! 

A 
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PHOSPHATE ORE DELIVERY 

Loading berth occupancy times are sufficiently short in 
the case of 3,000 t vessels as to allow 3,000 t phosphate 
ore carriers to use the same berth for unloading, if 
nitrophosphates are to be manufactured. The number of 
vessels used will depend on the distance to be covered. 

FERTILIZER TRANSPORT FROM PLANT TO HARBOUR 

As most of the output is to be shipped be sea, means of 
transpci^ up to the loading quay require to b« studied. 

Two solutions are possible ; the final choice cannot be 
mad« until a later stage when layout and the manufacturing 
programme are established. 

A conveyor belt taking the finished product in bulk 
form to the harbour where the bagging plant is 
situated, close to the loading berths. Bags will then 
be held in storage until dispatch. 

This solution involves only one storage unit (at the 
• Jxa-rbour), but the railway line will have to be 
extended as far as the quay for rail shipment. The 
railway can, however, be assumed to serve the harbour 
in any case. 

The product is bagged at the plant and subsequent!-/ 
taken by lorry to the harbour where it is stored 
while awaiting dispatch, or possibly loaded directly 
if barges are being used. This solution involves 
additional storage capacity a* the bagging plant. 

I 
I 
Î 

A preliminary economic comparison  shows  that  the choice 
between these two alternatives  is governed chiefly by 
transport distances between plant and harbour. 

Solution 2 requires  low investment initially,  but the 
frequent replacement of tractors and the high cost of 
maintenance point to solution  1 being preferable  if 
the distance  is  under 2 km. 

Table u.8 gives a preliminary estimate of operating costs 
-with two alternative layouts (base n°l and 2)- of the tw 
means of transport, assuming urea alone to be produced. 

two 

J 
1 



TABLE     «t.« 

Oiatanca PlANT-HAMOU* 

Rotation parlod 

Daily lorry tranaport capacity 

Numbir of tractora 

humear of trailar« 

Invaatmant 

Oparating coata 

Amortisation 

TOTAL 

LAYOUT 1 LAYOUT 2 

Convayor 
bait Lorry Convayor 

bait Lorry 

4.2 5 1.5 2 

32 14 

300 685 

4*1 2*1 

9*2 8*2 

10 1Î0 000 400 000 4 000 000 280 000 

165 000 275 000 110 000 30 000 

soa ooo 170 000 200 000 106 CCO 

873 000 445 000 310 000 338 000 
i 

î 
r J 
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PHOSPHAT! TRANSPORT FRO» HARBOUR TO FERTILIZER KART 

If  nitrophosphates are to be  produced, bulk phosphate  can 
a«  economically  transported  to the  fertilizer slant by 
conveyor belt,   «specially if  the  plant is  near"the har rbour. 

Cost estimates   and economic  comparison*  iiade in  the 
previous  paragraph can as an  initial approximation be 
applied to phoephate delivery also. 

r 
-*fc- 

• 
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ANNIXt 1 

DIICRI»TION OP MOCISSES 

A.    »artlal oxidation of futi 
for a*«on1a production 

I. Urta production 

C. Nitric add production 

0. An*on1uRi nitrita production 

E. NUrophospnatt production 

i 
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A. AMMONIA PRODUCTION IY FUEL «ARTIAL OXIDATION 

\ 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Th« production process of synthesis gas, d«v«lopp«d up to 
now, us« «ith«r wast« h«at boil«r or water qu«nch after 
synthesis gas generator. 

A certain quantity of soot is produced, it can be extracted 
•ith«r in quench stag« or after the stage of heat r«cov«ry. 

?roc«ss which will be rapidly described is a partial oxi- 
dation using water quench mod« (T«xaco process). 

2. DESCRIPTION 

Raw material can be any fuel oil pumpable at temperatures 
below around 200°C, and with a sulfur content below or 
equal to 5 % wt. 

Fuel oil is at first pumped at high pressure, about 95 
bars, then mixed with an*appropriate quantity of super- 
heated steam and the mixture comes in the synthesis*gas 
generator. Oxygen produced in an air separator unit 
(included in the ammoria plant) is sent directly under 
pressure through this unit then preheated by sream before 
going to the. generator whe^e L_s disaopears totally by- 
reacting with fuel oil. Then gas is cooled by water quench 
in order to saturate it and to take out all the particles 
of soot made in this reaction. 

The water-soot stream is extracted continuously and purri- 
fied in a two stages system, using an extraction by naphta 
at first, then by fuel oil. The soot-free water is recycled 
to the syn-gas scrubber and the fuel oil, with the soot, 
is totally recycled to the generator. 

Th« cl«an gas without the soot pass«« through 2 reactors 
in s«ri«, the two working with a medium temperature conver- 
sion (330°C). Th« catalyst can operat« with a high sulfur 
content in the gas and can reduce th« CO content of the 

J 
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shifted gas at a valu« below or  equal to   1.5  % vol. 

Heat of shifted gas is used to preheat the boiler water, 
process condensates and d sminerai i zee" wat«r. After firmi 
cooling, gas  is  sent to  the rectisol unit  in order  to 
extract C0a  and H2S. 

In the rectisol  unit,   gas   is washed  u? to  an almost   sulfur 
free  content  and  up to  a  CC2  content cf  about 20pora.   And 
gases  are selectively washed up  and delivered separately   : 

.  a stream of rich gaz  in H2S   (about  15  to  20%)  and  contai« 
n^ng all COS of synthesis gas,   stream which will  be sent 
to  sulfur unit  included in ammonia plant. 

. CO : is sant either to the atmosphere, mixed with a cer- 
tain quantity of stripping nitrog-n, the mixture having 
a  sulfur content below   5-10 ppm,  or to  the Urea unit. 

The Rectisol process operates at  a temoerature of about 
-  10  -  20°C for the warning of H23 and'at  abou*- -  50°C 
for the washing of C02.   T'ie washed  synthesis gas  casses 
through a molecular sieve  in order to eliminate the  traces 
of methanol and C02,  then  is washed out with nitrogen wher- 
all the last traces of  impurities   (C0a.  CO,   CH.) 
ly eliminated. are total- 

Then synthesis gas is sent to the centrifugal compressor 
which compress it. 

Synthesis occurs in modern installations around 500°C at 
pressures ranging from 150 to 300 bars, decending on -h* 
process and_the capacity of the installation. 
The synthesis reaction is written as follows 

N: • 3Hj * 2NKi 

The equilibrium concentration of the  ammonia is raised bv 
increasing the  pressure  or lowering the temperature. 

The  iron catalyst  is activated by oxides  such as potassium, 
calcium, magnesium oxides,  and aluminium oxide. 

Processes vary according  to the  selection of oneratine 
parameters such as pressure, temperature,   space velocity, 
and also depending on the type of temperature regulation 
selected.  Large units are designed with regulation by in- 
jection of colder synthesis gas  (reaction quenching)   at 

r 
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different points of the catalyst bed (ICI) or between separate 
catalyst beds (iM.W. Kellogg, M. Tops«), This is generally com- 
bined with heat exchange between reactants and effluents, ge- 
nerally by means of an exchanger located in the reactor. The 
F. Uhde process design calls for heat exchangers between con- 
secutive catalyst beds. 

The heat available at high temperature is recovered by rhe 
effluent of the reactor, and used to oreheat the feedwa^er 
or to produce steam. 

Differences between the operating parameter levels in the 
different^processes are reflected by different recycling rates. 
The ammonia content of the reactor effluent varies from 12 
to 20 %, but the curve of production cost as a function of 
ammonia content is relatively flat and is not a good  profita- 
bility criteria. 

The recycled gas is mixed with the fresh charge at the exit 
of the main compressor, and the combined charge is compressed 
in the final stages of the compressor. 

The reactor effluent is cooled by heat exchange in a feedwater 
preheater or waste-heat boiler, and by a series of heat ex- 
changers followed by coolers. The ammonia is condensed and 
separates in a high pressure separator, from which the recy- 
cled gas is_taken. The ammonia is cooled to -34°c by succes- 
sive expansions to atmospheric pressure, and ther sent to 
storage. 

I 
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Ri URIA PRODUCTION 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Ammonia and carbon dioxide are tne feedstocks in ail ores-nt 
day commercial processes for the production of r   TheTare 

i'u au L, i.20-280 Kg/cmz resDectively. The effluir* "WB ,h4 

mediae   quantltlss of «nmor.ium carbamate, a reaction inter- 

The principal reactions are : 

C02 • 2NH3 * NH2 COO Nh\ 

MH» CC2 NHj ^NHa C0-NH2 • H20 

tiînfiï'I ^act^01? is exothermic and goes rapidly to comple- 
tion?      " sndoth«rmic *nd iï a reUtivïly sïow 

Side reactions as biuret formation occur. 

sISlîtionrnîJ,i;^;S-eS^arbdm*te must be r«m0V4d i«» the urea 
í?í.^   produced m the reactor. The difference in the va- 
rious processes available are in the way -he carbamateV 

*!?°?P!¡!td ?;d rsmoved fr^ **• produced in tì^tly  in 
«hich the off-gases produced in the decomposition are Seated. 

groups*?16 COmïïlercial Presses may be divided into four main 

. one through processes 

. partial recycle processes 

. total recycle processes 

. stripping processes. 

I 
f 
r 

2ü ÎÎÎC?iptÎ°n fiven h«r«*it«rf which is the description of the stamicarbon process, is only oresent.d *« «« -M•I : 
in no way presupposes the final^o!""or p"cts.        ^  ^ 
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2.     DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  PROCESS 

The_process  by  stripping, with total recycle and evapo- 
ration  for  the  ur»a synthesis,   includes  the  following 
stages 

compression of MH3 and C02 

synthesis 

recycling 

evaporation 

prilling 

i he reactor  is a stainless steel vessel containing a series 
of trays  to  assist mixing of the reactants.  As oxygen 
inhibits  the  corrosive action of the reaction medium trac-s 
of air are added to  the carbon dioxide  feed orior to com- 
pression. 

Ammonium carbamate is stripoed from the  urea solution lea- 
ving the reactor by the fresh carbon dioxide  feed.   Strip- 
ping takes place at reaction pressure   in a vertical st»am 
heated tubular heat exchanger.  Maximum steam pressur«  is 
i5  ats.g but  pressures down to  19  ats.g are used. 

•Most of the  unconverted carbamate  dissociates   into gaseous 
ammonia and#carbon  dioxide which oass  to a condenser.  7h*>-= 
they_recombine    to  forni ammonium carbamate and most of'r^»' 
sensible  heat  of reaction is  used to  raise  low pressa— """ 
steam in the   shell of the condenser. 

In the reactor,   optimum ammonia carbon  dioxide mol-"a**o 
ÌIA11 U8 *u-2:3  bv.*ddin3 t0 th« S*3  coming from the con- 
fìììÌìi-S «Ï optimum ratio NH,/C02   is   2. >•,  the required quantity of ammonia. 

Reactor outlet  temperature  is  in  the range of  18C-190°C 
and the pressure  is approximative^  130  Kg/cm2. 

The reactor is sized to give a residence time of 45-60 
minutes giving an approach to equilibrium of 90-95 per 
cent and ensuring stability of operation at varying feed 
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On   leaving the  strippar, the  urea solution is l«t down  in 
?r!!!Ur!,t0-,2"5   b!rS'  °latr 0ut of r«sidu*l ammoni* and 
carbon dioxide  and some water  in a  rectification column. 
These  products  are cooled and  sent   back to  the hiah ores- 
sure  condenser. *    ^ 

The   solution coming from the  rectification  col urn-  is  ">*-^ 
down  and sent  to   the  flash drum. 

During the  let  down of the solution,  a big quantity of 

The  urea content  of the solution  is   about   7 5%.  The solution 
is   sent to  the   storage tank of urea  solution. 

The   solution urea  pump  transfers the  solution to  the heat-r 
of   ,he first stage of evaporation.   In this  one oass exchan- 
ger,   the  urea concentration is  increased to  95%*.   The vapor 
phase,   separated  from the liquid in  a separator,   is con- 
densed  in the condenser of the first  stage of evaporation. 

ÏÎ^KÎ^D
1
  

0f 3Î*  flash drum *r* Condensed and sent back 
Í•  !u       »cobber with some ammoniacal condensates comin« 
rrom  the other condensers. 

iï*-wr** aoluTior<  flows from the first stage of evapora-ior to  the second stage. «vtpora.io,. 

The   second  stage  of evaporation includes  in theory ^he 
same  equipments   than the first stage. " 

The  mixture  liquid/vapour flows from the heater towards  *H« 
separator.   The vapour is drawn  in the ejector-condenser   """ 
group  where  it  is   condensed.   The condensates are  seni-  — 
the   tank of ammoniacal water. *   ~~ 

^u.2°2C^d!"3abl* *a?  comin« from -h« condensers are ex- hausted to  the atmosphere. 

rî! ^?^rrated   Urea solutio*  i»  sent to  the suction of the  melted  urea  pump. 

The melted urea  is  sent to the  top of the prilling tower. 

lïî«Pïn1ing^;Sket d€liv2r* **• m«lt«d urea in small drop- 
lets   in all the section of the  tower.  During their fall  in 
the  tower,  the droplets are solidified.  Th.criïtïllïÎÎtiSn 
ToclÚl ï;C;ïtrTd  by the aÍr dr*Wn  in tht column îyp"ïs located in the lower part. ' ' 

Í 
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Th« urt« prills ar« r«cov«r«d at th« bottom of th« towtr 
wh«r« t §crap«r f««da a b«lt conv«yor which carry th*n to 
th« storag«. 
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C.    NITRIC ACID PRODUCTION 

.Utric acid ii  produced by the oxidation of ammonia.  This   r«Ch- 
nique it practically tr-   ,-.ly one employed at present.  The 
synthesis occurs  in thre« consecutive  stages corr-soondina  *o 
the following chemical reactions   : " 

.  phase  1  :  oxidation of ammonia  In  a burner   : 

*NHi   •   502  ~  UNO  +   ôHJC     AH  «   216.5 Kcal 
(platinum catalyst) 

.  phase 2 

.  phase 3 

oxidation of nitrogen oxide in a cooling condenser 

2  NO  •  02  t  2NQ AH t  27,1 Kcal 

absorption of nitrous  gases in an absorotion 
column   : 

3N02   •  H20 Î  2HN03   •  NO     AH «   3 2,2  Kcal 

Several alternatives  are available  based on this scheme,   as 
a function of the pressures adopted  in each ohase.  The  first 
processes employed were monooressure  orocesses  in which  The 
same pressure was  employed in the different ohases.  More 
recently, _dual pressure processes,   in which the absorption 
pressure is higher  than  the oxidation  oressure, hav« been 
introduced. 

Although the complete pressure range between 1 and ? bars ~a- 
be emp.oyed, industrial processes employ the following oressu 
re levels in practice   : u- 

.   low pressure   (LP) 

.   intermediate  pressure  (I?) 

.  high pressure  (HP) 

1  bar absolute 

^  to 5 bars absolute 

7  to 9 bars absolute 

The following combinations are the moat widely used in practice. 
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. cas« 1 (dual pressure) 

. cas« 2 (monopressure) 

. case 3 (dual pressure) 

. case 4 (mene-pressure) 

oxidation 

LP 

I? 

HP 

IP 

IP 

HP 

HP 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
r 

In case  3,  the absorption  pressure is generally raised to 
about  12 bars. 

The choice is generally limited between  a high pressure process 
and a dual pressure process   (IP • HP). 

But at this 3tage of the study,  it is not possible to choose 
definitively between the two types. 

The description given hereafter which is  the  description of 
dual pressure  process   (IP  •  HP)   is only  presented as an exem- 
ple and  in no way presupposes the final  choice of process. 

A flowsheet of the process   is given in  Figure 3. 

In principle,   the dual pressure processes  are  closely  similar. 
Differences are essentially of a technological nature,  dealing 
mainly with the  technology of the oxidation reactor,  the heat 
exchange  circuit,  and the  packing and  design  of the  absorption 
tower. 

Oxidation of ammonia  to nitric oxide NO 

The liquid ammonia is  evaporated  in a reboiler and then surer- 
heated to about  150°C.   The  ammonia vapors  are  then filtered. 
Moreover,  the  process  air  is  compressed  to about  5  bars  after 
fil-ration.  A filter  located downstream  from the compressor 
eliminates oil  traces  and other impurities  liable to" damage 
the catalyst.   For the rest    of the orocess,  the equipment   is 
constructed of  stainless  steel. 

The gaseous ammonia and air  streams are  mixed and enter the 
oxidation reactor  (s).  The  latter contains  the  platinum-rho- 
dium catalyst   (about  90-10)  which promotes equilibrium kinetics. 
The catalyst consists of gauze of woven  u  to  6/100 mm wire 
weighing about  450 g/m*. A distributor device permits proper 
distribution of the gas stream over the  gauze.   The temperature 
in the reactor  is about  8 50°C.  The heat  of reaction  is recoverec 
by successive passage of the gases through a steam superheater, 
a boiler,  and a feedwater heater. 
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A cooling condenser eliminates  condensates which are recovered 
and sent to  the absorption unit by means of the separator. 

Nitrous vapors are  sent  to the  compressor. 

(NOTE   :   some  conversion  of nitric  to   nitrous  oxide  occurs   in 
the  cooling condenser). 

Abiorptlon  unit 

The absorption unit also comprises acid bleaching   (denitration), 
oxidation of nitric oxide and absorption proper.  The hot  air 
current from the   compressor is  cooled and" sent to  the bottom 
°f the  bleaching  column,  eliminating   dissolved nitrogen  oxides, 
and giving  a perfectly clear acid,  which is  sent to  storage. 

The air leaving the top of the  bleaching column is  mixed with 
the nitrous  vapors  upstream from the  compressor. 

The compressor raises the gases to a pressure which is general- 
ly about 12   jars. 

The gases  leaving  the compressor are  cooled by heat exchange 
with the tail gases  in a boiler feedwater heater,  and finally 
in a water-cooled heat exchanger. 

The low temperature level (about 30°C) reached and the pressure 
favor conversion of the monoxide into the dioxide, which occurs 
at the bottom of the absorption  tower. 

The gases  are -her.  introduced  into  the absorption  tower,   where 
they are absorbed  by the  condensates   coming  from the cooling 
condenser and by  the process water.   The excess air  oermits  gas 
phase oxidation of the nitric oxide  oroduced during*absorption. 
A cooling circuit  eliminates the heats    of  oxidation and  absor- 
ption  in the  tower.  The   5 5 to  50  % nitric acid produced  is  ser.r 
to the column before storage. 

The gases  leaving  the top of the absorption  tower contain  less 
than  200 ppm of nitrogen oxides   in a  suitably designed column. 
(A lower nitrogen  oxide content  requires a more expensire 
absorption  tower.)  These gases   are exoanded  in a gas turbine 
before being discharged through the  stack. 
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D,    33,5 %    AMMONIUM NITRATI 

The  production of ammonium nitrite  by neutralization of r.itri: 
acid with ammonia,  is  th« only industrial method currently 
employed for this purpose,  with the exception  of small-scale 
production from calcium nitrate,  a by-product  of certain pro- 
c««*«s  involving nitric acid attack of phosphate ores. 

Th«  synthesis occurs   in accordance with  the following exother« 
¡nie  reaction  : 

NHj   •  HNO 3 NH»N0i 
(in solution) 

H «  26  Kcal/mole 

Th«  ammonium nitrate  is produced either  in solution or molten, 
d«p«nding on the process.   It  is then granulated, crystallised 
or   prilled. The main processes differ according  to the method 
employed for neutralization   (under pressure,  at atmospheric 
pr«ssur* or under vacuum),   and by the technique employed to 
produce  the dry nitrate). 

N«v«rth«less,  for the  production of nitrogen  f«rtili 
"prilling" is almost  universally used. 

zers, 

Mod«rn ammonium nitrate production croces3es  hence  involve the 
following phases  : 

. neutralization, 

. concentration, 

. prilling, 

. coating/adding additive. 

Neutralization can be effected at atmospheric pressure or 
und«r about t bar pressure (vacuum neutralization is only 
u««d for the production of crystallized ammonium nitrate). 
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In modern processes, th« ammonium nitrate solution is concen- 
trated in two stages : 

. to 95 %  without external make up energy, 

. to 99,7 *¡ by final evaporation. 

This two-stage concentration operation is designed to limi^ 
a minimum the resilence time in high concentrations, as the 
Mf°n?nrf^ntr4It?- iS •"•«•* i^tdiately before introduc- 
aci• J?! P£cU^*.tow^ from a 9S * ammonium nitrate 
recovery tank. The choice of a high concentration is dictated 
by savings in investment and operating costs in the ^earlir* 
tower. r    *• 

f ^rn^-î*aK
g^SK0piC n*tura 0f th8 aiw««. agglomératior f ,he prixls shouxd be prevented by spraying with an ar^i- 

aking agent. 

In 
o 
caking age 

Description  of the proctn 

Îw/0iiïî
Wii;h

typif'1.?iap^ifl*d ?lowsh««t of an ammonium ..rate plan, w.th reutranzation carried out under 4  bars 
figure ** 
nitrate 
pressure 

th« neutralizar). Af .er preheating (generally by basic steam from t 
"C? ultriC acid and *mmon-* »re introduced inte the neutraliser 
rfhich operates at about 130°C under 4 bars pressure. 

The basic steam (containing a little ammonia) leaving the t0- ..- 
S«nÍI*ríÍ12-r í0€3 throu*h * separator, which recycles thY 
droplets of nitrate carried off from the neutralized This 
steam is used mainly to heat the primary evaporator. The sur- 
;;U!J:în b* u?ed J^.^her purposes outside the nitrate plant, 
11.  2SÎÎSÎÎ3 ln tha installa-i^' The b«ic steam condenla?« are employed as process water in the nitric acid unit. 

The ammonium nitrate solution leaving the bottom of the neu*r*- 
inTfïïîïîÎ"!,?*0" 78 % Pr0dUCt- Z    if concentrated to ?51* 
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Th« solution  is then sent to an  intermediate tank,  from where 
it is drawn off to a secondary falling film evaporator.  The 
lattar is  heated by inttrmadiata pressure staam (about  15  bar). 
Tha usa of  falling film avaporators   eliminates th« risk of 
dacomposition of th« ammonium nitrate. 

Th« 99,7  %  r. i trata solution is   than   sprayed at the top of a 
prilling tower.   It  is then transformed into crills via nozzles 
or rotary basket. 

Tha beads  fall  freely against a counter-current of air sucked 
up by_fans   located at th« top of the  prilling tower.  Part of 
th« air employed is obtained from the downstream coolars. 

Tha ammonium nitrate leaving the prilling tower is screened 
in order to  eliminate fines and  lumps which are recycled. 

Th« ammonium nitrat« beads are then  cooled with air in a 
cooler which  is  generally of the fluidized bed type.  The air 
may be preheated with steam      if necessary. The ammonium nitrate 
is then sent  to a drum coating machine  in which it is  sprayed 
with an anti-caking product.  It  is  then sent to the bagging 
installation  by conveyor bait. 

I 
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E.     HIT*0»HOS»MAT! »HODUCTION 

1.     INTRODUCTION 

During the past  ten years   several processes have beer, de- 
i?:SPS?l " îrd-r }°v?f?duc« nitrophosphate fertilizers 
?r?  -.5 Î?    at#r  solubili?y of the phosphorus component. 
:íh0f !he" Pr°c«««« 3««k to separate  the ohoschoric 
îîiï.  "    c*lcium titrate which are the   two orincipal comoo- 
nents   inthi   pnospnat« rocknitric acid  attack solution.   " 

Three major types of process are the  following.: 

.   calcium nitrate crystallization processes 

.   phospheric acid extraction processes 

.   calcium sulphate precipitation processi* 

ïf%Î!,SïÎS£i?n,,iiv*n htr«*f*«r» which  is the description 
lid    Î«      $Lhyár° Proc<"*   is ^V Presented as an ¿xempl- and,   in no way,   presupposes   the final   choice of process. 

2.     PROCESS  DESCRIPTION 

This  process  is  divided in  *  sections   : 

.   section  1   :   phosphate dissolution 

crystallization and neutralization of 
calcium nitrate 

neutralization of the mother liquor,  evapora- 
tion, mixing  and granulation 

conversion of calcium nitrate. 

. section 2 

. saction 3 

.   saction i+ 
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Reactions : 

a) 3Ca, (P0*)2 :*F2 • (20 • x)HN0, * 6HjPC, • 10Ca(NO3)2 
• 2HF • xHNOi 

b) Ca COj • 2HN0, * Ca(N0})2 • C02 • H20 

Fluor leav«s the reactor as SIP- and HF associated with 
nitrogen oxides and little C02. This mixture is washed 
in scrubbers. Phosphate is dissolved in excess 38 - 52 % 
nitric acid. The excess prevents the crecipitation of 
calcium phosphate during"the crystallization. If -he 
quantity of acid is reduced, a fertilizer with a minimum 
ratio N/P20j of 0.6/1 can be produced directly. 

If the phosphate rock is poor, a sand trao is installed 
after the dissolution. 

C\n*taltizAtion and  UtfruU-tow o\ calcium nitiat^ 
Ca(Wi)» 4*^ 

The phosphate solution coming from the reactor is a mixture 
of nitric and phosphoric acids, with calcium nitrate. This 
solution feeds crystallizers which are agitated tanks coo- 
led by chilling coils. 

The crystallization is carried out in a number of tanks 
in series in order to ensure a continuous production. 

The final temperature depends uson the required ccn-e^t 
of the water soluble ?20sand thé "nutrient" concentration. 

HtiAtXAtizAtion. ivapcxaiicn 

The mother liquor coming from the filtration of calcium 
nitrate is neutralized by gaseous ammonia as indica-ed in 
the following reactions. 

a) HiPO* • NHi * KHuHaPO.. 

b) HiPO* • 2NHi *  (NH*)! H PO» 

c) HNO i • NHi * NH*N0, 

i 
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d)  Ca(NO,)2   •   2HF •   2NH,  *  2NH..N0,  • CaF2 

a)   Ca(NO,)2   •   C*HPO„   •  2NH,   * 2NHHN0,* 

ihe impurities  are  precipitated as complex  sal^s.  The 
neutralization  is  carried out  in two stages   in order  -o 
decrease  the viscosity which  increases because of -he"in- 
termediate values of  PH (each phosohate must  be tested 
in laboratory).   Moreover,  the neutralization  of the ratio 
nitrogen  / P205   is adjusted by addition of the ammonium 
nitrate.   The water content of the neutralized  liquor  is 
reduced  to about 0.5   % by evaooration.  Then  résidu is 
mixed either with potassium chloride or with potassium 
sulfate before prilling. The N? melt or NPK mixture is 
formed into "drops"   in the top of the prill tower by means 
of a rotating perforated prill bucket. Th«  solidified 
prills are removed from the towar with a rotating towar 
bottom or a rotating  scraper.  The off-size prills are 
grinded and recycled.   Then the prills are coated before 
being storaged. 

Calc-cttut nitxxtz. convzMion 

Calcium nitrate coming from the filtration stage is rein- 
troduced in the tanks of agitation where it is mixed with 
ammonium carbonate obtained by reacting ammonia with car- 
bon dioxide in  the  solution of ammonium nitrate. 

Calcium carbonate produced  is  filtrated and  the mother 
liquor which is  nitrate solution  is withdrawed. 

The cake is transformed again ir. slurry which is fixa- 
ted again and washed strongly in order to obtain calcium 
carbonate which  can  be used. 

The advantages of this conversion are due to the quali-? 
of calcium carbonate. Moreover ammonium nitrate is ver* 
pure and the crystals of calcium carbonate are easilv " 
filtrated and washed. 

-y 
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Xhe bftfic scheme of synthesis gas production in staam refor- 
ming of naphta and of gas is  tha sama, except small diffe- 
renca. 

In ordar to switch from natural gas to naphta,  equipment of 
naphta vaporization    and naphta dasulfurixation must be 
addsd. Moraovar tht catalyst of primary raformar must ba 
replicad by spacial catalysts for naphta and decarbonation 
capacity must ba increasad. 

Xo switch from naphta to natural gas, it  is nacassary to 
incraase appreciably tha haating capacity of primary rafor- 
mar. Cracking natural gas requires mora haat and tha skin 
tamparaturas of tubas must ba highar but  it is tha only 
big changa raquirad in this casa. 

Invastmants of ammonia plant  basad on natural gas ara 
"l  - 3 % lowar than thosa of ammonia plant  basad on naphta. 

Avaraga consumptions for natural gas staam reforming ara 
givan in tha tabla 1. 

In tha following tablas, an economic comparison batwaen 
steam reforming of naphta,  steam reforming of gas and fuel 
partial oxidation is prasanted. 
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TABLE   1 

AVIRA6I  CONSUMPTION  »IR   TON OF  AMMONIA 

) 

sturai f«s (proem • full; 
in 10e Re«; 

a.90 

Cooling watar         in m3 270 

Proeaai watar        in m3 
S 
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TAiLI   1 

INVISTMINTS 

In 10* 

. 

unit« 

Qff-eitee 

treated cett in Europe 

Total oeit in lures« 

Total coot in Vietnam 

tear« parte 

Cetalyeti ana ehemieals 

ftoyaltiee 

Pre eporotlng oxpeneee 
end etert up oxpeneee 

Total lnveetment 
excluding finaneiel 
ohergae 

WerKini eepitel 

Steam rafor- 
Mini of 
nephta 

11 000 

34 500 

103 MO 

111 025 

177 3ft 

1 no 

too 

2 100 

12 420 

1tl 350 

I 700 

Staam refor- 
mint of gee 

11 120 

lit 300 

t 700 

Full 
partiel 
oxidation 

04 100 12 000 

32 300 41 000 

it M0 131 000 

111 435 118 700 

111 031 231 410 

S 7IS 1 240 

310 450 

2 500 2 100 2 100 

11 110 

204 200 

8 700 
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TAUE   J 

RAW  MATMIALS   ANO  UTILITIES  CONSUHPTION 

Napnta arocaas m tons 

Staafn reforming 
of naohta 

3taam raforming 
of natural gat 

Pual partial 
oxidation 

Par ton 
Of NM j 

Par year Par ton Par yaar Par ton 
Of  NHj Par year 

0.S24 172 120 

Pual in ton« G.392 129 500 

Natural gat in iOsKcal 3.90 I 937  000 

Incuatritl Matar in m3 
22 f  260 000 15.5 ! 105 000 23.5 7  755  000 

Futi oil (procaii • 
futi) in tona 0.935 308  55C 
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TAiLE  «• 

OHMTING  COSTS   IN  tOJ   USI 

variatila charfti 

Staam 
riforming 
of naphta 

St tarn 
rsforming 
of gas 

Fusi 
partial 
oxidation 

. Futi 

. Natural gat * ; 
25 551 

28  S44 

. Naphta 26  97! . 

. Pual LSC 11  S9S . 

. Industrial watar 363 305 366 
• Catalysts and 

chimica!» 1  200 460 420 

1 

Sue-total 40 193 26 336 27 852 

Fixtd cnargis 

. ^anpewar 1Î5 195 195 

. Tachnical assistants 39 39 39 

. Maintanancs 3  390 2  390 4  120 

.  Insurancs 1   19S 1   120 1   565 

. Ssnaral ovsrhaad 70 70 70 
. Land rant 30 30 30 
.  Intarast on working 

capital 870 570 570 

Sub-total 5 29C 5  014 6  709 

TOTAL OPERATING COST 45 363 31   3S0 34 381 

*?•» WV/Al 1eM^ on th* BrtC€ of öilorla. i.a. »•' us 9/iu   Kcal• 
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Bugiti 

Aaauaing b«for« tax«s p«yra«nt timas of 7 y«art, for «ach 
typ« or processes, anmonia prices has b««n calculated for 
s«v«ral raw mat«rials prie««.  Results ar« giv«n in tabi« 5. 

Th« following figura giva« th« variation of amaonia prices 
v«r«us f««dstocks prices for diff«r«nt rout«« of production 
and for th« «am« profitability (pay out tim« • 7). 
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